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1 Introduction 

The experiences of current mobile and wireless communications networks have shown that data 

traffic is growing more than anticipated (see Report ITU-R M.2243). This development is providing 

a significant challenge to the development of future mobile and wireless communication networks. It 

is envisioned that future IMT systems, in addition to other features, will need to support very high 

throughput data links to cope with the growth of the data traffic. There has been academic and industry 

research and development ongoing related to suitability of mobile broadband systems in frequency 

bands above 6 GHz. 

In ITU-R, studies are underway on further developments of IMT and its future needs. 

Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 – Framework and overall objectives of the future development of 

IMT for 2020 and beyond; describes “the framework of the future development of IMT for 2020 and 

beyond, including a broad variety of capabilities associated with envisaged usage scenarios.” For 

some of these new usage scenarios “contiguous and broader channel bandwidths than available to 

current IMT systems would be desirable to support continued growth.” Report ITU-R M.2320 – 

Future technology trends of terrestrial IMT systems; highlights the development of technologies such 

as small cells, 3D beamforming and massive MIMO techniques that “may realize their full potential 

when applied to smaller wavelengths, which are characteristic of higher frequency bands”. 

Recently, considerable research has been carried out by various organizations on a global scale on 

feasibility of IMT in spectrum above 6 GHz. The corresponding results have been presented at various 

workshops and conferences. In particular, several presentations were made during the ‘workshop on 

research views of IMT beyond 2020’1 hosted by the ITU in February 2014. During this workshop, 

most research organizations expressed their interest in utilizing higher frequencies for IMT and 

mobile broadband usage. It is expected that usage of higher frequencies will be one of the key 

enabling components of future IMT. 

2 Scope 

The scope of this Report is to study and provide information on the technical feasibility of IMT in the 

bands between 6 GHz and 100 GHz. Technical feasibility includes information on how current IMT 

systems, their evolution, and/or potentially new IMT radio interface technologies and system 

approaches could be appropriate for operation in the bands between 6 GHz and 100 GHz, taking into 

account the impact of the propagation characteristics related to the possible future operation of IMT 

in those bands. Technology enablers such as developments in active and passive components, antenna 

techniques, deployment architectures, and the results of simulations and performance tests are 

considered. 

3 Related documents 

Report ITU-R M.2320 

Recommendation ITU-R M.2083 

Recommendation ITU-R P.676 

Recommendation ITU-R P.833 

Recommendation ITU-R P.837 

Recommendation ITU-R P.838 

                                                 

1 http://www.itu.int/dms_pub/itu-r/oth/0a/06/R0A060000630001MSWE.docx 

http://www.itu.int/dms_pub/itu-r/oth/0a/06/R0A060000630001MSWE.docx
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Recommendation ITU-R P.525 

ITU-R Handbook on Radiometeorology 

4 Radiowave propagation in bands above 6 GHz  

This section contains material which is the combination of existing ITU-R Recommendations and 

Reports as well as new preliminary material contributed through research work done outside ITU-R 

to address certain new use cases and applications. Further investigations are ongoing and applicable 

ITU-R Recommendations are being developed. 

4.1 Propagation losses 

4.1.1 Path loss 

One of the challenges of mobile communications in the higher bands for outdoor access will be to 

overcome the expected difficulties in propagation conditions. Understanding the propagation 

conditions will be critical to designing an appropriate air interface and determining the type of 

hardware (particularly the array size) needed for reliable communications. The most obvious obstacle 

will be the higher pathloss of the bands above 6 GHz relative to traditional cellular bands. Just looking 

at free-space pathloss, the expected loss (dB) will be 

  𝐿𝑝 = 92.4 + 20 log 𝑓 + 20 log 𝑑 (1) 

where f is the frequency (GHz) and d is the distance (km) between transmitter and receiver 

(Recommendation ITU-R P.525). For example, an additional 22.9 dB and 30.9 dB of losses are 

expected to result in the ranges from 2 GHz to 28 GHz and 70 GHz respectively which will need to 

be compensated by some means, for example, larger antenna array sizes with higher antenna gains 

and MIMO technologies. 

Due to variation of propagation characteristics in bands above 6 GHz, it is appropriate to investigate 

the propagation characteristics of these frequency bands independently. Some preliminary 

investigations were conducted by both industry and academy The combined effects of all contributors 

to propagation loss can be expressed via the path loss exponent.  

Some preliminary experiments in urban micro cell outdoor-to-outdoor and indoor scenarios, with 

transmitter and receiver antenna heights below rooftop, measured path loss exponents for 10 GHz, 18 

GHz, 28GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz and 72 GHz in both line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) 

environments which are summarized below. Please note that every experiment at each frequency 

could have different measurement setup. 

  

http://www.itu.int/pub/R-HDB-26
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TABLE 1 

Path loss exponents measured in several frequencies above 6 GHz 

 

10 GHz [A4.1] 18 GHz [A4.1] 

28 GHz2 

[19] 
38 GHz 

[29] 

60 GHz 

[2] 

72 GHz3 [A4.4] 

 Indoor Outdoor 

LoS 2 2 2 2 2.25 2.58 2.86 

NLoS 3.54 3.55 3.4 3.715 3.762 4.08 3.67 

 

Path loss comparison 

For comparison, Table 2 compares the measured LoS with the NLoS path loss derived from the 

10 GHz and 20 GHz path loss exponents in the urban micro cell outdoor-to-outdoor experiments as 

well as 38 GHz and 60 GHz path loss exponents measured in the experiments outlined in [29]. 

The values are computed for various small cell applicable distances. The last row of the table indicates 

the additional path loss (dB) measured for the NLoS case relative to the LoS case. 

TABLE 2 

Path loss comparison for LoS and NLoS scenarios in the 10 GHz, 20 GHz, 38 GHz  

and 60 GHz frequencies  

Frequency  10 GHz 20 GHz 38 GHz 60 GHz 

NLoS path 

loss exp 

 
3.5 3.5 3.71 3.76 

Distance Meters 20 100 200 20 100 200 20 100 200 20 100 200 

 

NLoS Path 

Loss 

dB 90.0 114.6 125.0 96.1 120.8 131.4 104.1 130.1 141.2 108.5 134.8 146.1 

LoS path 

loss 
dB 78.2 92.0 98.0 83.4 97.4 103.4 90.0 104.0 110.1 96.1 111.8 118.6 

Delta dB 11.8 22.6 27.0 12.7 23.4 28.0 14.1 26.1 31.1 12.4 23.0 27.5 

 

4.1.2 Atmospheric and other losses 

Other major challenges are introduced by environmental effects such as gaseous (oxygen and water 

vapour) absorption, rain loss and foliage loss. Path losses due to snow and fog are usually minor, but 

may be important for rare cases. Gas loss is ubiquitous, but rain attenuation occurs only for small 

time percentages (Recommendation ITU-R P.837). 

                                                 

2 Done with 1 m reference distance. Note that the value given is based on the omni-like receiver and the 

limited directions at the transmitter. 

3 Done with 1 m’ reference distance. Note that for both LoS and NLoS case, the value given is for the best 

path found after beamsteering. 

4 Note that for the NLoS case, the value given is for the average NLoS path found corresponding to omni-

directional antenna at the transmitter and receiver. 

5 Done with 3 m reference distance. Note that for the NLoS case, the value given is for the best NLoS path 

found after beamsteering. 
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Despite these losses, higher frequencies nevertheless could be applicable for IMT use. In fact, 

frequencies above 6 GHz can actually provide large chunks of spectrum with sufficiently low 

atmospheric attenuation in the case of small cells.  

Figure 1 (Fig. 6.1 of the ITU-R Handbook on Radiometeorology) shows the specific gas, rain and fog 

attenuation (dB/km) as a function of frequency. As seen in Fig. 1, these effects exhibit a high degree 

of frequency dependent variation. Rain loss can be more significant compared to other atmospheric 

losses, except near the peaks in gaseous attenuation, but is relatively infrequent.  

Atmospheric gas loss is approximately 0.10 dB/km and 0.15 dB/km at 28 GHz and 38 GHz, 

respectively, and about 0.40 dB/km at frequencies between 70 and 90 GHz. Since urban microcells 

will be designed for inter-site distances within 200 m (both for backhaul and cellular), the gas 

attenuation could be of little concern. Thus, frequencies above 6 GHz can provide access to spectrum 

with sufficiently low atmospheric attenuation in the case of small cells.  

Generally, rain effects are analysed in terms of system outages which are typically required to be on 

the order of 0.01% or even 0.001% (i.e. 99.999% system availability) against expected mm/hr rainfall 

in a geographical region (Recommendation ITU-R P.837). For small cell radii below 200 m, the 

effects do not seem to be insurmountable. A 30 GHz carrier will see less than 1 dB loss over 200 m 

in a “heavy rain” (25 mm/h), while a 60 GHz carrier would see less than 2 dB. However, tropical 

downpours, hurricanes, and the like where reliable mobile communications links are vital, must be 

taken into consideration [26].  

Even those frequencies represented by the peaks in Fig. 1 that are more susceptible to molecular 

oxygen and water vapour losses than other bands could still be used for small cell applications where 

the atmospheric attenuation is not a limitation. In these frequency ranges, the inherent atmospheric 

loss also limits reach of interfering signals, allowing tighter reuse of carrier frequencies. 

FIGURE 1 

Atmospheric attenuation vs. frequency  
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Since the size of raindrops is similar to the wavelength around the millimetric wave frequency bands, 

it causes the scattering effect of the signal propagation. 

Detailed information on oxygen and water vapour loss can be found in Recommendation 

ITU-R P.676. Information on rain loss can be obtained from Recommendation ITU-R P.838. Also, 

the ITU-R Handbook on Radiometeorology will provide good supporting material.  

The total specific attenuation (dB/km) caused by atmospheric gasses and rain is: 

  γ = γ𝐺 + γ𝑅 = γ0 + γ𝑤 + 𝑘 ∙ 𝑅𝑎 (2) 

where  

 G: sum of the specific attenuations (dB/km) of oxygen and water vapour, 

respectively: 

  γ𝐺 = γ0 + γ𝑤 

and 

 R: specific attenuations (dB/km) due to the rainfall:  

  γ𝑅 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑅𝑎 

R is the rain rate (mm/h); values for the coefficients k and αare determined as functions of frequency, 

f (GHz) and the polarization type (Recommendation ITU-R P.838).  

For outdoor usage, there are other signal impairments that must be considered. Local environmental 

factors such as trees and shrubs cause additional attenuation of the millimetric signal. The associated 

loss is caused by a combination of diffraction, ground reflection and through-vegetation scattering. 

Recommendation ITU-R P.833 includes information for calculation of foliage loss for up to 60 GHz 

for terrestrial and slant paths. For terrestrial links, the loss is expressed in the form of: 

 

In which Lsidea and Lsideb represent loss due to diffraction from either side of the vegetation, Ltop 

represents the diffraction loss above the vegetation, Lground is the loss due to ground reflection, and 

Lscat is the loss due to scattering through the vegetation. Formulas for calculating the above losses, 

which depend on frequency, depth of the vegetation, and type of the vegetation, are included in 

Recommendation ITU-R P.833. The figure below depicts attenuation due to vegetation for 0.5 m2 

and 2 m2 illumination area, for in leaf and out of leaf situations. 
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FIGURE 2 

Attenuation for 0.5m2 and 3m2 illumination area, a) in leaf, b) out of leaf 
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4.2 Recent activities on radiocommunication channel characteristics and modelling  

4.2.1 General 

In general, an appropriate channel model for higher bands including millimetric bands should fulfil a 

set of requirements including those listed below: 

– provide accurate space-time characteristics of the propagation channels in three-dimensional 

(3D) space for LoS and NLoS conditions; 

– support beamforming with steerable directional antennas on both transmitter and receiver 

sides with no limitation on the antenna type and technology; 

– account for polarization characteristics of antennas and signals; 

– support non-stationary characteristics of the propagation channel arising from UE motion 

and non-stationary environment (e.g. moving people causing communication link attenuation 

or full blockage). 

The channel models can be divided in two categories, geometry based stochastic approach, and 

deterministic/quasi-deterministic, depending on the approach taken. The geometry based stochastic 

approach characterizes the channel as a number of probabilistic rays with different delay and angular 

spread representative of a particular multi-path propagation environment. The spatial and temporal 

statistics are collected in a measurement campaign for a given frequency in an environment typical 

to the desired deployment. The purely deterministic model would use electromagnetic equations and 

the model of the scatterer environment to predict the channel between the transmitted and the receiver, 

whereas the quasi-deterministic approach is based on the representation of the channel impulse 

response as superposition of a few quasi-deterministic strong rays and a number of relatively weak 

random rays, and the parameters for a given frequency in a particular environment are based on a 

measurement campaign. A large body of work by industry and academia has already gone into 

channel measurements and modelling, due to the multitude of different propagation environments 

and the large frequency range. This will continue, and a set of channel models will be developed for 

the IMT propagation environments for bands above 6 GHz, which will be described in ITU-R 

Recommendations..  

One advantage of millimetric wave systems is in the inherently small antennas required, which can 

be arranged in relatively small-footprint phased-arrays for high directivity and beamsteering. 

Generally, RMS delay spread is increased for lower gain antennas which employ wider beams, as the 

wider profile collects signals from more directions with similar or equal gain to the boresight angle. 

This particularly applies to UE equipment whose size and power requirements do not support large 

arrays and have a more omni-directional pattern. 

Conversely, RMS delay spread is decreased for higher gain antennas and the associated narrower 

beamwidth. The transmit beamwidth from the base station limits the direction of the generated energy 

and thus the opportunities to scatter. Likewise, in spite of the higher gain, scattered energy of the 

multipath link may not be picked up by the spatial range of the receive antenna boresight. 

As an example, assuming a transmitter beamwidth of 5 degrees and the transmitter distance of 100 m, 

the UE receiver will be illuminated by the primary transmitter energy and its reflections over an arc 

length of about 9 m.  

The reflections will thus be primarily bounded by delays around 30 ns. This model is theoretical, of 

course, and does not account for sidelobe energy or reflections behind the UE.  

Meanwhile, as outlined through an outdoor ray-tracing analysis of [32], higher-order rays (i.e. rays 

with more reflections) have larger angles of incidence and are, therefore, more likely to fall outside 

of the receiver antenna beamwidth. Theoretically, for a typical geometry of lampposts several meters 
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above the ground and several hundred metres separate, second order systems are often deemed 

sufficient approximations. A model for this system is outlined later in this section. 

Thus, for a given environment and use cases with different transmitter and receiver antenna radiation 

patterns, one may observe different scattering effects as illustrated, in a rather ideal sense for ease of 

conceptualization, in Fig. 3. The primary point is that delay spread is mitigated by the beamforming 

paradigm. This is a key area of exploration, simulation and prototyping. 

FIGURE 3 

Scattering effects 

 

As stated, recently there have been experiments conducted at millimetric wave frequencies in outdoor 

environments. These experiments involved both LoS and NLoS scenarios over a variety of distances, 

antenna gains and beamwidth for several frequencies. Following subsections provide detailed 

information. The findings are summarized in Table 3. 

TABLE 3  

Summary of channel rms delay spread for NLoS experiments in different environments 

 28 GHz 38 GHz 60 GHz 73 GHz 

Mean RMS delay spread   23.6 ns 7.4 ns  

Max RMS delay spread 454.6 ns 185 ns 36.6 ns 248.8 ns 

 

4.2.2 Frequency range 6-30 GHz  

Delay spread in ~30 GHz 

From measurements made at 28 GHz in New York, the urban-micro type environment at 28 GHz can 

be characterized as follows [41] [42]. 

• From the NYU WIRELESS 28 GHz outdoor Manhattan database using a 5 dB detectable 

multipath component threshold, the maximum RMS delay spread values in LoS and NLoS 

locations are 309.6 ns and 454.6 ns, respectively and the max 20 dB down maximum excess 

delay (MED) in LoS and NLoS locations are 1291.4 ns and 1387.4 ns respectively.  

• Azimuth angle of arrival spreads of 15.5 degrees for NLoS. 

• Azimuth angle of departure spreads of 10.2 degrees for NLoS. 

• Elevation angle of arrival spreads of 6.0 degrees. 

High angle of 

incidence due to 

multiple reflections 

fall outside of Rx 
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B
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n

Tx reflections are 
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Measurements of building entry losses at 28 GHz  

Experiments [62] have shown that the attenuation/excess loss limits the coverage rather than 

multipath interference. In the scenario studied, coverage was obtained at all measured locations with 

a loss between 3 and 60 dB above the reference level at 70 m LoS distance. If all windows in the 

office had been of the coated glass kind, then at least 20 dB higher excess loss would be expected and 

the coverage would be significantly more limited. Thus, the deployment opportunities strongly 

depend on the specific location and the kind of windows that are present.  

4.2.3 Frequency range 30-70 GHz  

Channel model in ~60 GHz 

During the IEEE Std 802.11adTM standardization process for frequencies around 60 GHz, a large 

body of work on systematization and unification of the channel model was performed [33] [34] [35] 

[36]. This resulted in a unified, 3-dimensional (3D), statistical channel model for different indoor 

scenarios [37] used for development of the IEEE Std 802.11ad standard. 

Millimetric wave outdoor channels have been experimentally investigated in a number of papers and 

reports, for various deployments at the 60 GHz band [38] [39] [40]. However, there is still on-going 

work on 3D models for typical outdoor environments.  

Following the same methodology used for indoor environments, a set of statistical channel models 

for outdoor scenarios could be developed. As a starting point, one can assume the channel model 

developed in [43]. When considering an LoS path plus both first-order and second-order reflected 

paths, the (m, n)-th element of the channel matrix H can be modelled for a second-order channel as: 

   ℎ𝑚,𝑛 = ℎ𝐿𝑂𝑆(𝑚, 𝑛) + ∑ ℎ1,𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛)

𝐾1

𝑖=1

+ ∑ ℎ2,𝑘(𝑚, 𝑛)

𝐾2

𝑘=1

 

where K1 and K2 are the numbers of first-order and second-order reflected paths respectively.  

The additive terms are defined as: 

ℎ𝐿𝑂𝑆(𝑚, 𝑛) =
λ

4π𝑝𝐿𝑂𝑆(𝑚, 𝑛)
exp (−𝑗

2π

λ
𝑝𝐿𝑂𝑆(𝑚, 𝑛)) 

ℎ1,𝑗(𝑚, 𝑛) = Γ(θ1,𝑗)
λ

4π𝑝1,𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛)
exp (−𝑗

2π

λ
𝑝1,𝑖(𝑚, 𝑛)) 

ℎ2,𝑘(𝑚, 𝑛) = Γ1(θ2,𝑘)Γ2(ϕ2,𝑘)
λ

4π𝑝2,𝑘(𝑚, 𝑛)
exp (−𝑗

2π

λ
𝑝2,𝑘(𝑚, 𝑛)) 

where Γ(q) is the perpendicular Fresnel reflection coefficient and λ is the wavelength. This channel 

model is quite well formulated and tractable and captures the key features of the millimetric wave 

channel. As a starting point, this simple channel model can be considered for design and analysis until 

other more accurate millimetric wave channel models are available. 

A quasi-deterministic (Q-D) approach for modelling outdoor and indoor millimetric wave channels 

is presented here. From measurements made at 60 GHz [63] with three kinds of scenarios, i.e. 

(i) mobile access scenarios including open area (university campus), street canyon, hotel lobby, 

(ii) backhaul/front haul scenarios including above roof top (ART), street canyon, and (iii) device-to-

device (D2D) scenarios including open area D2D, street canyon D2D, hotel lobby D2D, the 

measurement in 60 GHz can be characterized as follows (detailed in § A4.2): 
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1) Link budget drawn from the measurements indicate the necessity of directional transmission. 

Interference will therefore be a much less limiting factor than at legacy frequencies. Transmit 

power limitation on the other hand and the achievable gain of adaptive or multiple antennas 

will limit the achievable range, especially in NLoS cases. 

2) There are significant propagation paths besides the LoS path with considerable power. Their 

number is limited and strongly depends on the propagation environment. The reflection from 

the ground plays an important role. 

3) Blockage of particular propagation paths by persons and other objects (e.g. street furniture 

or vehicles), especially of the direct path has severe effects on the overall channel. This 

applies to indoor as well as to outdoor environments. However, a communication system can 

make use of propagation paths that are not blocked. 

4) For a mobile RX (or TX) and dynamic propagation environments, the propagation channel 

is highly time-variant. The time variance is caused by temporary blockage of particular paths 

as well as by additionally appearing paths related to moving reflectors. Passing vehicles can 

result in strong temporary reflected paths. 

5) The cross-polarization ratio (XPR) is relatively small, especially for outdoor scenarios with 

a limited number of paths. The measured XPR for the ground-reflected ray was less than 

−25 dB. 

6) The time delay difference of paths can become very small, especially for outdoor scenarios 

and increasing distance between TX and RX. 

7) A millimetric wave channel model for link and system-level simulations must support (must 

be combinable with) arbitrary antenna patterns, multi-antenna configurations (beamforming 

and MIMO), time-variant effects (including Doppler and blockage effects) related to mobile 

RX, TX and dynamic outdoor environments. 

8) A quasi-deterministic (Q-D) channel modelling methodology is well-suited to describe the 

channel on a scenario-specific basis. A corresponding approach is presented in the annex. 

The Q-D approach is based on the representation of the channel impulse response as 

superposition of a few quasi-deterministic strong rays (D-rays) and a number of relatively 

weak random rays (R-rays). The model has already been verified and parameterized for 

several of the above-mentioned scenarios by two independent 60 GHz channel measurement 

campaigns. 

Delay spread in ~40 GHz 

From measurements made at 38 GHz [7a], the urban-micro type environment in Austin at 38 GHz 

can be characterized as follows: 

• From the NYU WIRELESS 38 GHz measurement results which were performed at the 

University of Texas at Austin campus, most LoS measurements had very minimal RMS delay 

spread, on the order of 1 ns, due solely to the transmitted pulse shape with one partially 

obstructed LOS link resulting in a maximum of 15.5 ns. The NLoS measurements exhibited 

higher and more varied RMS delay spreads, with a mean of 14.8 ns for the 25-dBi receiver 

antenna and 13.7 ns for the 13.3-dBi receiver antenna. The maximum NLoS RMS delay 

spreads were 185 and 166 ns for the 25- and 13.3-dBi receiver antennas, respectively.  

 Nonetheless, more than 80% of the NLoS links had RMS delay spreads under 20 ns and 90% 

of the NLoS links had RMS delay spreads under 40 ns. 

• In both LoS and NLoS, 25 dBi narrow beam with the beamwidth of 7.8 degree horn antennas 

at the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) were systematically and iteratively steered in the 

azimuth and elevation directions, emulating a beam-steering antenna-array architecture. For 

LoS, the transmitter and receiver were pointed directly at each other in both azimuth and 
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elevation directions, corresponding to zero degree azimuth scanning angles for the 

transmitter and receiver. 

• It is possible to receive many NLoS links for different transmitter/receiver pointing angle 

combinations, with multipath signals often 10-20 dB weaker from the strongest received 

signal.  

Delay spread in ~60 GHz 

From measurements made at 60 GHz [6a] with three kinds of scenarios, i.e. (i) mobile access 

scenarios including open area (university campus), street canyon, hotel lobby; (ii) backhaul/front 

haul scenarios including above roof top (ART)and street canyon; and (iii) device-to-device (D2D) 

scenarios including open area D2D, street canyon D2D, hotel lobby D2D, and the measurement in 

60 GHz can be characterized as follows (detailed in Annex 2): 

• The use of directional antennas at both TX and RX led to the discovery that the considered 

experimental scenario was adequately characterized by only two strongest propagation paths 

(or rays). The first path corresponded to the LoS component and the second path 

corresponded to the reflection from the ground (asphalt) surface. All other propagation paths 

caused by reflections from surrounding objects were more than 15-20 dB lower than these 

two strongest components. 

• The peaks corresponding to the LoS and ground-reflected components are found 2.5 ns apart 

from each other. The power difference between those two peaks is approximately equal to 

the ground reflection coefficient (–6 dB) in line with the given scenario geometry where the 

horizontal distance between the transmitter and receiver is 30.6 m. Initially, the dependency 

of the channel transfer function (CTF) on the RX vertical motion was investigated for a 

distance L0 = 30.6 m. According to the measurement results, the millimeter-wave channel 

has highly frequency selective in an 800 MHz bandwidth. In addition, millimeter-wave 

channel has very fast variations when the RX height is changing. 

• The cross-polarization ratio (XPR) was also measured and the value of XPR was less than 

−25 dB for the ground-reflected ray in the considered experimental scenario. For that 

purpose, orthogonal antenna polarization configurations were used at the TX and RX.  

• It was identified that typical (not very highly-directional) mobile user antenna will receive 

two rays (the direct LoS ray and the ground-reflected ray) with rather small time delay (2.5 ns 

for 30 m). It should be noted, that as the distance between the TX and RX sites increases, the 

difference between the time delays and angles of arrival between these rays decreases.  

4.2.4 Frequency range 70-100 GHz  

Delay spread in ~70 GHz 

Using the measurements at 73 GHz from [64] as well as ray tracing, an initial channel model was 

developed [65]. It was found that in urban-micro type environments in New York the 73 GHz channel 

has the following characteristics: 

1. From the NYU WIRELESS 73 GHz outdoor Manhattan database using a 5 dB detectable 

multipath component threshold, the maximum RMS delay spread values in LoS and NLoS 

locations are 219.2 ns and 248.8 ns, respectively and the max 20 dB down maximum excess 

delay (MED) in LoS and NLoS locations are 762.3 ns and 1 053 ns respectively. 

2. Azimuth angle of arrival spreads of 3.0 degrees for LoS and 20 degrees for NLoS. 

3. Azimuth angle of departure spreads of 3.5 degrees for LoS and 12 degrees for NLoS. 

4. Elevation angle of arrival and departure spreads and biases (deviation from the LoS elevation 

angle) were distant-dependent. 

5. A Ricean factor of 12 dB for the LoS channels. 
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6. A cross-polarization discrimination factor for the NLoS path of 15 dB, based on the limited 

set of measurements available. 

In addition to considerable studies to date, further measurements and analyses are underway to 

accurately develop channel models including but not limited to characterization of the angular domain 

of the channel, consideration of accurate space-time characteristics, polarization characteristics, 

scattering, etc.  

Millimetric wave angular spread 

For millimetric wave bands, the spatial propagation characteristics, especially angular domain 

characteristics can have influence on beamforming key technologies design. The results in [61] 

showed that the directional dispersion of 72 GHz indoor channels is sparser than those obtained in 

lower frequencies. The observation of angular spreads implies that spatial beamforming techniques 

are preferable in both backhaul transmission and radio access. 

4.3 Summary of the results of the studies 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of IMT in spectrum above 6 GHz, it is essential to understand how 

the radio signal will propagate in typical hotspot scenarios for IMT deployment. Both academia and 

industry have studied propagation characteristics of IMT deployment scenarios above 6 GHz, which 

are different from deployment scenarios for other services. Measurement campaigns that have been 

conducted cover frequency ranges from 10 GHz to 73 GHz. Both LoS and NLoS for indoor and 

outdoor, as well as outdoor-to-indoor measurement cases have been studied. Propagation pathloss has 

been investigated in order to estimate the coverage and link budget of the radio system. Other channel 

modelling and measurement activities have studied propagation phenomena, such as delay spread 

caused by multi-path propagation of radio signals, which can be helpful for system design. The results 

described in this Section support the feasibility of IMT in spectrum above 6GHz, and studies are 

continuing. 

5 Characteristics of IMT in the bands above 6 GHz  

The use of bands above 6 GHz for small cells is expected to provide the scalability, capacity and 

density required for a seamless integration of these cells into the cellular network infrastructure 

[26] [27]. These higher bands contain large frequency ranges with existing primary allocations to the 

mobile service, and offer the potential for increased network capacity as well as network 

densification. All of these benefits, on the other hand, come at the expense of added system 

complexity particularly in terms of radio frequency (RF) front end, complex antenna design, and the 

need to combat higher atmospheric losses. However, recent advancements in technologies developed 

for spectrum around 60 GHz (see § 6) have produced cost effective solutions that can be leveraged to 

overcome many of these challenges. The following sections discuss some of these challenges while 

§ 6 describes technologies that could provide potential solutions associated with these problems. 

5.1 Outdoor-to-outdoor coverage and link budget 

The first consideration for link budget analysis is the signal power attenuation due to propagation loss 

over the air. The inverse Friis equation for isotropic radiators relates the free space path loss (FSPL) 

of an RF carrier as proportional to the square of its frequency. FSPL also increases in proportion to 

the square of the distance between the transmitter and receiver (Recommendation ITU-R P.525). As 

such, a 30 GHz signal transmitted over a distance of 20 m loses 88 dB of power just covering this 

relatively short distance between transmitter and receiver. At 100 m, the loss is increased to 102 dB. 

Coverage can be analysed from the link budget perspective. Since the typical outdoor urban 

environments will include NLoS paths, the analysis should include the NLoS cases. For the given 
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system parameters of Table 4, the maximum distances that can support 1 Gbit/s data rate in various 

environments can be found in this section.  

In the analysis presented in Table 5, the 28 GHz frequency band is considered for the centre frequency 

of systems with 1 GHz bandwidth. Tx e.i.r.p. and Rx antenna gain are assumed to be 65 dBm, which 

can be realized by low-power base stations. For example, 30 dBm Tx power with 25 dBi Tx antenna 

gain and 10 dBi Rx antenna gain can be used for the systems.  

TABLE 4 

System parameters for link budget analysis 

Carrier Frequency (GHz) 28 

Tx e.i.r.p.+ Rx antenna Gain (dBm) 65 

Bandwidth (GHz) 1 

Rx noise figure (dB) 7 

Other losses (dB) 10 

Target data rate (Gbit/s) 1 0.1 

Target SNR (dB) 0 –11.4 

 

TABLE 5 

Example link budget analysis for various environments at 28 GHz 

Environments Open Space Campus Dense Urban Dense Urban 

LoS / NLoS LoS NLoS NLoS NLoS 

Reference Friis Equation [R5] [R6] [R7] 

Path loss model PL(d) = 61.4 + 

20*log10(d) 

PL(d) = 47.2 + 

29.8*log10(d) 

PL(d) = 96.9 + 

15.1 *log10(d) 

( for d<100 ) 

PL(d) = 127.0 + 

87.0*log10(d/100) 

(for d>100) 

PL(d) = 61.4 + 

34.1*log10(d) 

Max. distance for  

1 Gbit/s 

978 m 304 m 40 m 57 m 

Max. distance for 

100 Mbit/s 

3,634 m 734 m 116 m 122 m 

 

As shown in the Table 5, the low-power base station can provide 1 Gbit/s using 1 GHz bandwidth for 

the outdoor coverage with from tens to hundreds meter cell radius depending on cell environments. 

For example, the campus in [17] which is similar to sub-urban environments could serve a 300 m 

distance at 1 Gbit/s data rate while the dense urban environments like New York City [19] could 

provide 1 Gbit/s data rate for the distance of up to around 50 m even if the channel link is blocked by 

buildings. If the channel link is clearly secured without any obstacles between the transmitter and the 

receiver, the distance would be increased similar to the case of free space. 

As indicated in Table 6, a small cell situation at 39 GHz and 60 GHz is assumed wherein the base 

station is presumed to transmit at the maximum transmit power of 19 dBm and has a transmit antenna 

gain of 24 dBi due to the directivity provided by a beam steerable patch array antenna. On the user 
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equipment (UE) side, the constraint is to a maximum transmitter power of 10 dBm and only 15 dBi 

of antenna gain, e.g. using a small-size patch antenna, due to form factor limitations. 

The results are summarized in Table 6. It should be noted that baseband techniques such as coding 

gain and shadowing effects on the channel model are not considered. Nevertheless, the results in 

Table 6 give a good indication of the challenges presented by the link budget. 

TABLE 6 

Example DL LoS link budgets for 60 GHz and 39 GHz 

  60 GHz 39 GHz 

Tx power dBm 19 19 

Tx ant gain dB 24 24 

e.i.r.p. dBm 43 43 

Path loss dB LoS:  

PL(d) = 92.44 + 

20log10(60) + 

20log10(d/1000) 

(source: 

Recommendation 

ITU-R P.2001) 

Street Canyon: 

PL(d) = 82.02 + 

23.6*log10(d/5) 

(source:  

Reference [37]  

in § A4.3) 

LoS:  

PL(d) = 92.44 + 

20log10(39) + 

20log10(d/1000) 

(source: 

Recommendation 

ITU-R P.2001) 

Street Canyon: 

PL(d) = 78.28 + 

23.6*log10(d/5) 

(Source:  

Reference [37]  

in § A4.3) 

Rx ant gain dB 15 15 

Signal BW GHz 2 0.5 

Input noise 

power 

dBm –80.9 

Radio NF dBm 10 

Implement. 

loss 

dB 10 

Capacity 

(achievable 

rates) 

Gbit/

s 

LoS: 

16.54 Gbit/s in 20 m 

7.47 Gbit/s in 100 m 

4.05 Gbit/s in 200 m  

NLoS: 

15.08 Gbit/s in 20 m 

4.73 Gbit/s in 100 m 

1.71 Gbit/s in 200 m 

LoS: 

4.75 Gbit/s in 20 m 

2.64 Gbit/s in 100 m 

1.52 Gbit/s in 200 m 

NLoS: 

4.39 Gbit/s in 20 m 

1.72 Gbit/s in 100 m 

0.77 Gbit/s in 200 m 

 

The salient point of this analysis is the high degree of antenna gain required for any appreciable small 

cell radii. Much higher gain is needed to achieve high data rates. Indeed, large 60 GHz patch antennas 

on the market today are advertising gain of 29 dBi. However, they are designed to support highly 

directive point-to-point installations. This issue is addressed further in § 6.1, where an alternative 

approach is presented. 

Example link budgets for 72 GHz are summarized in Table 7. Since the antenna array can be much 

denser and compact, high antenna gain of 34 dBi can be achieved in the 72 GHz band. The link 

budgets show that the coverage at 1 Gbit/s can be about 120 m under NLoS propagation conditions. 

For LoS conditions, the coverage at 1 Gpbs can be enlarged to more than 470 m. 72 GHz band can 

meet the requirements of most of the use cases introduced in § 7.1. 
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TABLE 7 

Example DL outdoor link budget for 72 GHz  

Parameters 
72 GHz 

NLoS LoS 

Transmitter power (dBm) 26.00 

Path loss (dB) 
PL(d)= 69.59 + 

36.7∙log(d) 

PL(d)= 69.59 + 

28.6∙log(d) 

Transmitter antenna gain (dBi) 34.00 

Transmitter e.i.r.p. (dBm) 60.00 

Receiver antenna gain (dBi) 21.00 

Bandwidth (GHz) 2.00 

Receiver noise figure (dB) 7.00 

Receiver noise power (dBm) –73.99 

Implementation loss (dB) 10.00 

Capacity and coverage 
1 Gbit/s: 122.92 m 

10 Gbit/s: 37.98 m 

1 Gbit/s: 477.18 m 

10 Gbit/s: 105.86 m 

 

5.2 Outdoor-to-indoor coverage 

For cost reasons it would be desirable to provide indoor coverage using base stations located outdoors. 

A discussion of building penetration losses for these scenarios along with illustrations of simulated 

indoor-to-outdoor path gain maps for different building types at frequencies above 6 GHz can be 

found in § A3.1 in Annex 3. Section A3.1 in Annex 3 also contains simulated user throughput 

performance for these scenarios, for a range of frequencies up to 60 GHz. The results of the 

simulations conducted are shown in the table below for two types of building (A and B), and, for each 

building, two types of indoor propagation models; further, for each model, three different 

frequencies):  

 

  

 Building A (old building construction) Building B (new building construction, 

with infrared reflective glass) 

 Indoor Model 1 Indoor Model 2 Indoor Model 1 Indoor Model 2 

10 GHz 1 BS  

>100 Mbit/s 

1 BS  

>100 Mbit/s 

>1 BS  

>10 Mbit/s 

>2 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

30 GHz >1 BS  

>10 Mbit/s 

>2 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

60 GHz >6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>10 Mbit/s: Not 

achievable even with 

narrow beam 

entering through the 

window as the IRR 

glass loss is 

comparable to that  

of the concrete wall  

(~40 dB) 

>10 Mbit/s: Not 

achievable even with 

narrow beam 

entering through the 

window as the IRR 

glass loss is 

comparable to that  

of the concrete wall  

(~40 dB) 
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5.3 Mobility 

Since the Doppler shift is a linear function of the velocity and the operating frequency, frequency 

bands above 6 GHz will experience higher Doppler shift than do current cellular frequency bands 

under 6 GHz. For example, if the velocity of the mobile station is 120 km/h, the maximum Doppler 

shift at 30 GHz is 3.33 kHz, which is 10 times greater than at 3 GHz if other conditions are kept the 

same.  

The channel link between the base station and the mobile station usually includes multi-path 

components which have different routes with different time delays, angles of departure and angles of 

arrival. From the perspective of the receiver, every path with a different route may result in a different 

Doppler shift because of potentially different angles of departure/arrival, relative to the direction of 

travel of the mobile station. Therefore, multipath environments introduce a spread of Doppler shifts 

at the mobile station; the magnitude of Doppler shift is proportional to frequency and will therefore 

be larger above 6 GHz, while the minimum Doppler shift remains as zero. Consequently, the enlarged 

Doppler spread in frequency bands above 6 GHz results in faster channel fluctuations in the time 

domain than that in current cellular frequency bands. 

In mobile communication systems, channel fluctuations in the time domain necessitate a feedback 

mechanism for various information including channel quality to properly adapt system operation to 

the channel fluctuations so that system performance can be maximized. Since the latency of the 

feedback mechanism is a decisive factor to deal with the channel variation from mobility, it is 

important to minimize the latency. One limiting factor for the feedback latency is the symbol duration, 

which is directly determined by the bandwidth size. In frequency bands above 6 GHz, the available 

bandwidth could be much larger and the symbol duration could be shortened, making it possible to 

reduce the feedback loop latency. 

Another factor determining the amount of channel fluctuation is the number of multi-paths. If the 

number of multi-path components is reduced, then the channel fluctuation becomes smoother in the 

time domain. Therefore if the multi-path components impinging on the receiver are reduced by using 

narrow beamforming, channel fluctuation will be less than in the case of wide beamforming. 

5.4 Impact of bandwidth 

One benefit of adopting higher frequency for mobile communication is a capability to implement 

wide channel bandwidths with a bandpass filter. For FDD implementation, a duplex filter is needed. 

Tuneable and reconfigurable radio frequency (RF)/microwave duplex filters are important building 

blocks in modern wireless systems used for channel selection and noise reduction and they can 

represent a major bottleneck in performance. With the ever-increasing demand for use of spectrum 

above 6 GHz for mobile services, there is an urgent need for hardware that is tuneable and 

reconfigurable, so it can be used for multiple applications while facilitating efficient utilization of the 

available spectrum. This includes a large variety of novel planar/hybrid tuneable circuit realizations 

for spectrum management and dynamic broad-band filtering, as well as new low-loss micro-

electromechanical systems (MEMS)-based reconfigurable duplex filters for wide tuning ranges and 

their realization through cutting-edge technologies. The current state-of-the-art allows for a maximum 

duplex filter size of around 3-4% of the centre frequency of the band [20] which means that it is very 

difficult to implement a wider channel bandwidth. For example, at a 12.5 GHz centre frequency, it is 

feasible to implement a duplex filter for a 500 MHz channel bandwidth. A duplex filter at 28 GHz 

can cover a 1 120 MHz channel bandwidth or two 500 MHz channels. If centre frequency (Fc) × 

0.03~0.04 is less than the channel bandwidth necessary to meet a specific data rate, carrier 

aggregation is required to achieve that data rate as shown as Fig. 5. 
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FIGURE 5 

The number of duplex filter to cover BW to meet required data rate 

 

(a) 28GHz bands 

 

(b) Fc where Fc  0.03~0.04 is less than channel bandwidth to meet a required data rate 

6 Enabling technologies toward IMT in bands above 6 GHz 

6.1 Antenna technology 

Antennas naturally scale well with frequency and hence user devices and wireless access points can 

certainly exploit the smaller required footprint by implementing additional elements. If one were to 

consider a typical handset size of 120 mm × 60 mm, it would be feasible to fit upwards of 24 antenna 

elements across the shortest edge (60 mm) operating at 60 GHz. An 8 × 8 array would occupy a 

footprint of 20 mm × 20 mm.  

The integration of higher bands with lower bands (such as 700 MHz, 1.9 GHz, 2.6 GHz) requires a 

much larger footprint. It is difficult to design antennas that can operate well at both 700 MHz and 60 

GHz and as such, it is possible that the two bands would require separate antennas. 

The shorter wavelengths of above 6 GHz frequency bands make it possible to put more antenna 

elements in the limited size of the form factor. The antenna technology with the enlarged number of 

antenna elements can be used to provide high beamforming gain so that the increased path loss of 

above 6 GHz frequency bands can be mitigated by beamforming techniques with correctly pointing 

direction.  

Considering the enlarged number of antennas with wider bandwidth, however, having ADC/DAC per 

antenna element might be challenging because of the overall cost and power consumption. For the 

reason, communication systems in above 6 GHz frequency bands have utilized the phased array 

architecture in radio frequency or inter frequency instead of base band, which can reduce the number 

of ADC/DAC while keeping the high beamforming gain. ADC is a bottleneck for multi gigabit 

communication. The high signal bandwidth requires very fast A/D and D/A-converters. Recently the 

hybrid beamforming structure has been suggested which combines phased array beamforming with 

the digital precoder [21, 22].  
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The phased array beamforming is used to enhance the received signal power by using beamforming 

gain, and the base band signal processing at the digital precoder is used to manage multiple streams 

for the further improvement. 

Though greater antenna gains may be achieved with narrower beams, this may be of detriment to 

MIMO communications as some scattering environments call for broader beam antennas to maximize 

channel capacity, i.e. narrow beams are not always ideal. If the beams are too narrow, then 

beamforming may not be able to properly synthesize a broad, omni-like aggregate pattern. 

6.1.1  Directional fixed-beam antenna array 

Fixed-beam antenna array is a beamforming technology that the direction of multiple beams are pre-

adjusted and fixed in order to provide overall good service coverage in whole cellular area. The fixed 

beamforming has advantage of simplicity because it doesn’t require phase shifters. Phase shifter 

usually requires complex calibration process that precise adjustment often needs skilled experience.  

Figure 6 below shows a schematic view of fixed beam antennas. In this configuration of antennas, an 

area of cell (or sectors) is covered by multiple fixed beams of which the exact number of beams and 

beam-width can be varied according to deployment plan. The figure shows an example of cell area 

covered by 48 fixed beams, in other words, 48 patch antenna panels. Each panel of patch antenna 

array consists of 8 × 8 or 8 × 12 patches of simple mmWAVE components. Note that using 28 GHz 

carrier frequency band, the size of one antenna patch becomes so tiny that the size of one panel can 

be made smaller than typical smart phone.  

FIGURE 6 

Directional fixed-beam antenna array and patch panel 

 

6.1.2 Full adaptive antenna array 

From the antenna perspective, traditional copper-based printed designs remain viable at 60 GHz. The 

issues at 60 GHz are mainly the complexity and performance of the Tx/Rx modules. Thus, a fully 

adaptive antenna array is feasible strictly from the antenna element design perspective both in cost 

and performance. Some alternatives such as reflect array and transmit array antennas and parasitic 

array antennas can be used to enhance the size and gain without additional transmission line loss. 

An example of capacity improvement using full adaptive antenna array is presented below. The path 

loss is compensated through a combination of multiple elementary antenna components, allowing 

ranges in the order of several hundred meters in LoS conditions, resulting from coherent combining 

of signals transmitted and/or received on multiple elementary antennas. 

It should be noted that the use of such large scale antenna systems (LSAS) for massive MIMO is 

studied for TDD operation. 
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Each elementary antenna can have only a modest gain, here assumed as 8 dBi, (though lower radiation 

efficiencies at higher frequencies may drop this gain by 1-2 dB in practice), due to the need to receive 

from a wide range of possible directions. This is also consistent with typical patch antennas used in 

current small cells. The rest of the gain has to be achieved through adaptive beamforming to 

accommodate random mobile locations and angular spread.  

FIGURE 7 

Data rate vs system bandwidth under outdoor LoS conditions 

 

The above results are produced assuming a transmitter power of 1W, and a noise figure of 10 dB, at 

60 GHz frequency in LoS conditions. 

6.1.3 Modular antenna array overview 

There are many sources of propagation loss, as discussed earlier in section 4.1, at frequencies above 

6 GHz for which antennas with high directivity may be used to compensate for such losses. 

Meanwhile, modern communication systems often require a station to be capable of covering 

relatively wide sector around it to communicate with other stations regardless of their locations. 

Traditional antenna architectures are generally not capable of combining wide angle coverage with 

high directivity. Reflective, parabolic dishes and lenses can create narrow beam thus delivering the 

needed 30-40 dB antenna gain, but they lack the flexibility to cover wide angle and are relatively 

bulky. Phased patch antenna arrays allow steering the beam to a desired direction. However, to 

achieve the necessary directivity, the array must consist of a large number of elements (several 

hundred to thousands). 

Antenna array architectures currently used for mass production and intended for personal devices, 

comprise a single module containing an RFIC chip that includes controlled analogue phase shifters 

capable of providing several discrete phase shifting levels. The antenna elements are connected to the 

RFIC chip via feeding lines. Due to the loss on the feeding lines, this approach allows implementing 

antenna arrays with relative small dimensions of up to 8 × 8 thus achieving gains of about 15-20 dB. 

One novel antenna array architecture for the millimetric wave band that provides simultaneous 

flexibility in form factor choice, beam steering, and high array gain in a conceivably more 

cost-efficient manner is to construct modular, composite antenna arrays. Each module is implemented 
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in a traditional way with dedicated RFIC chip serving several antenna elements and an RF 

beamforming unit. The architecture is shown in Fig. 8.  

FIGURE 8  

High level block diagram of the proposed large antenna array and example of layout 

for the case of planar sub-array modules 
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The aperture of the modular antenna array and total transmitted power may exceed that of an 

individual sub-array module proportionally to the number of the sub-array modules used 

(e.g. ten times or more). Therefore, much narrower beams may be created and, therefore, much 

greater antenna gains may be achieved with the modular array as opposed to individual sub-arrays.  

It is also possible that sectors of different sub-arrays may be configured in such a way as to vary the 

coverage angle of the composite array, thereby creating several coverage angles (e.g. to communicate 

with several peer stations simultaneously). 

6.1.4 Multi-antenna transmission using modular phased antenna structures 

The propagation properties of the frequencies above 6 GHz channel also contribute to creating several 

beams by greatly attenuating multi-path components of the signals, thus allowing the advantage of 

directed transmissions over line-of-sight ray or over the best reflected ray. However, there are several 

technical challenges that affect applicability of traditional multi-antenna transmission techniques in 

the frequencies above 6 GHz. 

Traditional multi-antenna transmission implementations assume each antenna can make use of an 

independently coded spatial stream with its own transceiver chain. In practice, this may be too 

challenging for systems in frequencies above 6 GHz owing to the sheer number of elements involved 

for any degree of antenna gain. 

Even though it is true that coupling between antenna elements may become an issue at higher 

frequencies e.g. 60 GHz, it is easier to mitigate such effects at higher frequencies. Reducing spatial 

correlation between antenna elements will become easier as frequencies increase. Increasing element 

separation by 10% of a wavelength (to reduce coupling, for example) requires a small change of 0.5 

mm at 60 GHz. The same requirement at 700 MHz would require more than 40 mm of additional 

separation, which is difficult on many mobile devices. As a result, antenna designers generally can 

obtain superior MIMO performance at higher frequencies than lower frequencies (e.g. 700 MHz, 2.6 

GHz) because of the reduced space constraints on antenna footprint. 

In the modular phased array architecture (see § 6.1.2), however, each phased array module has a 

dedicated transceiver with an RF beamforming unit and, therefore, may create a dedicated RF beam 

as shown in Fig. 9. The beamforming network (BFN) is implemented at the RF or at the baseband of 

the transceiver unit. Different architectures exist to implement the shaped beam array such as Analog 

Beamforming and digital beamforming. 
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Beams of individual sub-arrays may be steered in various directions to achieve a number of goals. 

For example, one may want to steer all sub-array beams in different directions and configure each 

one to communicate with a different user. This may create the equivalent of an omnidirectional 

antenna pattern which may be useful to train antenna system of a peer station. Alternatively, when 

steered to different directions, each sub-array may communicate with its own user, simultaneously 

with other sub-arrays which are also serving other users. This may substantially increase the 

throughput delivered to users by the small cell. In addition, the idea of adaptive sub-array can also 

improve the C/I beside its gain advantage and increasing coverage. 

FIGURE 9  

Multi-antenna transmission using modular phased arrays 

 

Each antenna sub-array module may be also seen as a single antenna port in the context of a MIMO 

system. The beamforming gain is provided by the proper array phasing of each element within a 

module and each module within the entire antenna system. Sub-arraying could lead to grating lobes, 

which can impact performance when attempting to perform direction finding and/or perform 

null-steering.  

Instead of throughput, one may want to combine the beams for extended distance. The appropriate 

phasing of sub-arrays with respect to each other may result in a very narrow beam to communicate 

over extended distances (e.g. to cover very remote users) and to reduce the interference in the entire 

deployment. 

More compelling is the challenge of combining all of the above scenarios and to do so adaptively in 

a mobile environment. This would involve the real-time combining and recombining of modules and 

user groupings dependent on channel conditions, user data rate requirements, and dynamic locations. 

The understanding of the trade-offs and complexities of the algorithms involved is quite important. 

Table 8 illustrates the theoretical downlink throughput performance for a single-user over several 

different distances. The results are calculated for the 60 GHz band. It is assumed that each module 

has 16 elements and that the user terminal has a quasi-omni (5 dBi) antenna gain. Both Single Carrier 

(SC) and OFDM modulations are considered. 
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TABLE 8  

Theoretical downlink performance in a single-user case 

Modular antenna array Range for 

385 Mbit/s  

(SC, π/2-BPSK, 1/4) 

(m) 

Range for  

3.465 Gbit/s (OFDM,  

π/2-16-QAM, 5/8) 

(m) 

Range for  

6.756 Gbit/s (OFDM,  

π/2-64QAM, 13/16) 

(m) 

# of 

modules 

TX 

power 

(dBm) 

Tx array 

antenna  

(dBi) 

e.i.r.p. 

(dBm) 

1 10 15 25 31 m 8 m 3 m 

4 16 21 37 105 m 31 m 12 m 

8 19 24 43 184 m 58 m 22 m 

16 22 27 49 299 m 105 m 42 m 

 

NOTE – In Table 8: SC: single carrier, OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing, π/2-BPSK and 

π/2-64-QAM are modulation schemes and ¼, ½, and 13/16 are code rates. 

6.2 Semiconductor technology 

Although most of current cellular frequency bands fall into the spectrum from 300 MHz to 3 GHz, 

there are commercial systems in frequencies above 6 GHz for a variety of systems like satellite 

systems, fixed wireless systems, radars etc. However, the semiconductor technology of above 6 GHz 

frequency bands for terrestrial mobile applications has mainly been developed toward academic or 

non-commercial purpose.  

Recently, technologies above 6 GHz frequency bands have been developed in areas including circuits, 

antennas and communication protocols, in order to exploit the large chunks of bandwidths in those 

frequency bands as the 60 GHz MGWS (multi gigabit wireless systems) products are developed for 

the commercial market. 

For example, the silicon-based CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technologies are 

implementing integration system-in-package including mixers, LNAs, PAs, and IF amplifiers in 

above 6 GHz frequency bands. Cost effective implementations of CMOS nano-process under 100 nm 

have facilitated the utilization of 60 GHz spectrum bands. 

Also GaAs MMIC technologies are mature enough to have a dominant presence for power amplifiers 

(PAs), low noise amplifiers (LNAs), switches for digital attenuators and phase shifters, voltage 

controlled oscillators (VCOs) and passive components from a few GHz to 100 GHz already. 

GaN MMIC’s will challenge GaAs technology mostly in high-bandwidth, highpower applications, 

because, due to the smaller required device periphery for a given specified output power, good 

impedance matching can be achieved for GaN FET’s over a broader frequency range than for GaAs 

pHEMT’s. Besides being used for high power RF applications, GaN HFET technology also has strong 

potential for implementation in a harsh environment. Also, GaN HFET devices are well suited to 

receiver applications, due to the robust nature and good low noise performance of these devices. 

Noise Figures (NF) of less than 0.7 dB at a frequency of 10 GHz have been reported for GaN HFETs. 

One of key elements for the communication systems of above 6 GHz frequency bands is the use of 

RFIC because using RFIC provides highly integrated solutions with benefits of the reduction in size, 

power consumption and cost perspectives. Therefore the RFIC semiconductor process needs to 

provide sufficient fidelity as discussed in [23-25]. 

Semiconductor manufacturers have successfully shrunk the gate length of transistors into deep 

submicrometer levels below 50 nm, allowing transit frequencies of CMOS transistors to reach 

hundreds of gigahertz, much higher than the 60 GHz carrier frequency thereby allowing analogue 

microwave circuitry to be fabricated on the same circuit die and in the same semiconductor process 

as digital circuitry. Remarkably, today’s ability to integrate millimetric wave analogue circuits in the 
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same process and die as high-speed digital circuitry is a by-product of Moore’s Law, which has been 

predicting greater integration densities and computations per unit energy for digital circuitry rather 

than for analogue. Still, there remain challenges to using CMOS for millimetric wave analogue 

components, including increasingly lossy substrates with each new process generation due to higher 

substrate doping concentrations. 

6.2.1 Device for low power consumption  

Below, an example of a state-of-the-art low power millimetric wave CMOS transceiver based on 

WiGig specifications is discussed. Even though recent works have realized 60 GHz transceivers in a 

cost-effective CMOS process [44] [45] [46], achieving low power consumption as well as small form 

factor remains a difficult challenge. By employing sophisticated built-in self-calibrations, the 

developed chipset achieves MAC throughput of 1.8 Gbit/s while dissipating less than 1 W total power. 

Figure 10 shows the block diagram of the transceiver [47]. 

FIGURE 10  

Block diagram of RFIC 

 

The RFIC employs direct conversion architecture, supporting all four channels allocated at 60 GHz. 

Direct conversion is uniquely well-suited to monolithic integration due to the lack of image filtering, 

and its intrinsically simple architecture. However, the direct conversion receiver has not gained 

widespread acceptance in mobile Base Station transceivers to date, due to its intrinsic sensitivity to 

DC offset problems, even harmonics of the input signal and local oscillator leakage problems back to 

the antenna (which may be the most serious). 

Offset arises from a) transistor mismatch in signal path b) LO signal leaking to the antenna c) near-

channel interferer leaking into the LO part of the mixer, then self-down-converting to DC. The BBIC 

includes PHY and MAC layers as well as high speed interfaces. The chipset is developed for single-

carrier (SC) modulation, which is suitable for reduced power consumption as compared to OFDM 

modulation. To overcome performance degradations due to in-band amplitude variations, which are 

primarily a result of gain variations of analogue circuits and multipath delay spread, the chipset 

employs built-in transmitter in-band calibration and a receiver Frequency Domain Equalizer (FDE) 

[47]. These techniques relax the requirement of the gain flatness and process variations for high speed 

analogue circuits, leading to less power consumption with minimum hardware overhead. 
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FIGURE 11  

RF antenna module and system board 

 

Figure 11 shows the photograph of an RF module and a system board. The RF module employs a 

cavity structure with the RFIC mounted by flip chip technology. Each Tx/Rx antenna consists of four 

patch elements, providing 6.5 dBi gain with 50 degree beamwidth. The RFIC and the BBIC are 

fabricated in 90 nm CMOS and 40 nm CMOS respectively. In the transmit mode, the chipset 

consumes 347 mW in the RFIC and 441 mW in the BBIC with the output power of +8.5 dBm e.i.r.p.. 

In the receive mode, it consumes 274 mW in the RFIC and 710 mW in the BBIC with 7.1 dB noise 

figure.  

FIGURE 12 

Measured MAC throughput over the air 

 

Figure 12 shows the measured MAC throughput from one station to the other using different 

modulation and coding schemes (MCS). The chipset achieves 1.8 Gbit/s up to 40 cm and 1.5 Gbit/s 

up to 1 m. For small cell access or backhaul/fronthaul usage, however, longer communication distance 

will be required. This is achieved by either increasing the output power or antenna gain. For instance, 

link margin can be increased by using NTx or NRx elements in a phased-array configuration, which 

can be installed in base stations where size and power constraints are less critical. Ignoring second 

order effects such as feeding loss from the RFIC to antenna elements, the link margin is increased by 

a factor of  due to the phased-array gain and the transmitted power increase. As 

a numerical example, NTx = 32 and NRx = 4 gives 36.1 dB, which translate to 65 times improvement 

in the communication distance. 

6.2.2 Device for high gain beamforming 

Latest advances in the millimetric wave antenna and packaging technology [48] allow the creation of 

phased antenna arrays but with a limited number of elements, due to large losses in the feeding lines. 

Next evolution in millimetric wave technology is modular antenna arrays (MAA) [49] [50], 

comprised of large number of sub-array modules. Clearly, the traditional discrete front-end 

technology cannot be used for millimetric wave purposes because of weight, volume and cost. The 

only viable alternative is the use of microwave monolitically integrated circuits (MMICs). From 

simplicity point of view it is essential that the number of components on the PCB board is kept to a 

minimum as losses in RF chip intercomnection can easily become significant at higher frequencies. 

So, the level of integration should be as high as possible. 
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In the MAA, each module has built-in sub-array phase control and coarse beam steering capability. 

MAA’s flexible and scalable architecture accomplishes a wide range of antenna gain and apertures 

challenging today’s regulatory e.i.r.p. limits. For example, Fig. 13 left shows one module which may 

be used for constructing the MAA by any configuration or, as a single phased antenna array, for a UE.  

FIGURE 13 

Single MAA element (left) and schematics of an 8-module MAA architecture 

 

The 8-module MAA architecture (each sub-array module is an 8 × 2 = 16 elements, vertical × 

horizontal) and its 2D antenna pattern are shown in Fig. 13 right and Fig. 14, respectively. 

FIGURE 14 

2D antenna patterns for 8-module MAA 

 

Capable of realizing massive MIMO in baseband with independently phase-controlled antenna 

elements (totally 8 × 32 = 128), such MAA can increase range up to 400 m for LoS 

backhaul/fronthaul, and up to 100 m for millimetric wave capable small cell access range. 

First downlink access link budget (BS 8-module MAA with 19 dBm Tx power, 24 dBi antenna gain, 

single carrier, π/2-16 QAM modulation, ½ coding rate, and UE with Rx quasi-omni antenna with 5 

dBi gain) estimates show a small cell edge throughput of about 3 Gbit/s for ISD (inter-site distance) 

of 100 m. First uplink access link budget (BS 32-module MAA with 30 dBi antenna gain and UE 

with 10 dBm Tx power, quasi-omni antenna with 5 dBi gain, single carrier, π/2-64 QAM modulation, 

½ coding rate) estimates show a small cell edge throughput of about 3 Gbit/s for ISD of 100 m. First 

backhaul/fronthaul link budget (BS 8-module MAA with 19 dBm Tx power, 24 dBi antenna gain, 

single carrier, π/2-64 QAM modulation, ½ coding rate at both sides) estimates show a highest data 

rate of 6.5 Gbit/s at 150 m range. 

7 Deployment scenarios and architectures 

7.1 Use cases for IMT in bands above 6 GHz  

IMT technologies adopted for bands above 6 GHz will be mainly used in dense urban environments 

to provide high data rate services. However, such transmissions can also provide wide area coverage 
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to mobile users by exploiting tracking capabilities and adaptive beamforming. Following use cases 

have been identified. 

Dense hotspot in an indoor shopping mall 

Deployment of small cells is an efficient solution to cope with the ever-increasing demand of high 

data rate applications. Environments such as shopping malls may be located outside the city centre 

i.e. in rural and suburban areas where the capacity of the macro cell based network might not be 

sufficient. Also, bringing optical fibre in these locations may be unaffordable and wireless 

backhaul/fronthaul solutions may be preferred to efficiently enable high data rate services in the mall.  

Inside such buildings, small cell deployment avoids outdoor to indoor propagation losses and benefits 

of the favourable radio environment characteristics to offer an enhanced wireless service. 

Technologies based on bands above 6 GHz allow larger bandwidth at the cost of an increased number 

of cells.  

Dense hotspot in an indoor enterprise environment 

Proving ubiquitous coverage and high capacity in enterprise space is a big challenge for mobile 

service providers. Since enterprises buildings are characterized by different characteristics in terms 

of location, age, size, shape, number of rooms, etc. finding a unique solution to offer high data rate 

mobile services could be difficult for cost and scalability reasons. Technologies above 6 GHz can 

provide high data rate to users in their offices while other systems such as macro cell network using 

IMT in bands below 6 GHz may provide ubiquitous connectivity. 

Dense hotspot in home and indoor environments 

RLANs are a common way to access wireless applications/services at home. However, RLAN 

performance can suffer from interference. Moreover, current solutions do not provide seamless 

handover between cellular networks and RLANs. With use of indoor small cells in bands above 

6 GHz inside each apartment small cells will benefit from the favourable radio environment 

characteristics that avoid interference between neighbouring apartments to offer an enhanced wireless 

service. Therefore, in locations where dense deployment of small cells in existing IMT bands is not 

a viable solution due to the insufficient capacity and/or strong inter-cell interference, small cells in 

bands above 6 GHz can be used as an alternative to provide high quality of experience in indoor 

environment. 

Dense urban hotspot in a square/street 

This use case focuses on a square or street located in the city centre where thousands of people may 

spend part of their daily life. The area is characterized by several possible indoor and outdoor hotspots 

like bus stops, restaurants, enterprises, and recreation parks. Due to the variety of uses in this 

environment and the high data rate requirements for multimedia broadband services, conventional 

solutions may not be sufficient.  

For this dense area, the mobile operators may greatly benefit from upgrading their network through 

deployment of small cells in bands above 6 GHz, which will enhance the quality of experience of 

nearby users while providing sufficient capacity. Examples include cases such as users sitting in a 

cafe or waiting for their bus may launch real time video streaming applications, gaming, video calls, 

etc.  

In big cities with tall sky-scrapers, networks and street canyons are truly 3-dimensional. There may 

be need for small cells to provide services at different altitudes.  

Mobility in the city 

A challenge for mobile operators is to provide high capacity inside public transportation. In this use 

case, a high number of users may require access to high data rate services in a relatively small indoor 
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location that is characterized by high mobility (around 50 km/h or more). For example, people using 

trams to move from home to work/the city centre may access internet to read emails, update the 

software of their devices, download movies and files, or play videogames.  

IMT in bands above 6 GHz could be used to provide access and backhaul/fronthaul dedicated to 

public transportation capable of providing ubiquitous high data rates to users as they enter and leave 

public transportation. Backhaul/fronthaul nodes distributed on the railways or on street level can use 

IMT in bands above 6 GHz to transport data towards the trams and other public transportation along 

their routes. Devices installed on public transportation would provide connectivity to street level 

small cells infrastructure.  

Deployment of access nodes in main streets is another possible usage to provide access to fast mobile 

users in cars and public transportations even if these vehicles are not equipped with small cells. 

7.2 Deployment architecture 

The deployment architecture are in general classified into standalone and overlay architectures, where 

the standalone architecture refers to the network deployment consisting of mere millimetric wave 

small cells and the overlay architecture refers to the network deployment of millimetric wave small 

cells rolled out on top of the existing macro networks.  

By leveraging the existing macro cell deployment, millimetric wave small cells are rolled out on top 

of the existing network to form the overlay network architecture, as shown in Fig. 15. In this case, 

the existing macro-cell layer serves mainly for coverage purpose, whereas the millimetric wave small-

cell layer serves for capacity boost. Thanks to the wide bandwidth and beam-forming capability as 

well as reduced access-link distances, the overlaid millimetric wave small cells are capable of 

bringing substantial system capacity boost. An essential merit of such overlay network architecture 

is facilitating separation of control signalling and data transmission, where all control signalling is 

transmitted by existing macro cells and millimetric wave small cells intend to provide high-rate data 

transmission only.  

In addition, communication links that require critical reliability can also be established to macro cells. 

Overlay network architecture overcomes the mobility and signalling issues of the standalone 

architecture.  

The overlay architecture provides an example of how bands below and above 6 GHz could be 

coordinated on a complementary manner for the development of the future IMT for 2020 and beyond, 

with baseline coverage ensured by frequency bands utilized for macrocell operation, and additional 

elements to be developed at higher frequencies for improved capacity, where and when necessary. 

FIGURE 15 

Overlay network architecture 
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In the standalone architecture, as shown in Fig. 16, millimetric wave small cells are deployed 

seamlessly over the designated area for provisioning of full mobile services. By virtue of advanced 

antenna technology, compact antenna arrays with massive antenna elements provide high 

beam-forming gains, which is a key for overcoming excessively high path loss at millimetric wave 

frequencies, as well as reducing interference between users through narrow beam communications. 

Together with much wider bandwidth available, millimetric wave small cell deployment can provide 

area throughput on magnitude orders higher than the existing macro cell networks. However, due to 

much shorter inter-site distance between small-cells, mobility management and excessive signalling 

exchange become critical issues for mobile users.  

FIGURE 16  

Standalone network architecture 

 

Besides the access network architecture, backhauling is another critical challenge to fulfil the 

demands of future mobile traffic. In the context of dense deployment of millimetric wave small cells, 

average cell throughput on the magnitude of multi- Gbit/s and as small service area as tens of meters, 

conventional wired backhauling is not feasible in many cases due to excessive deployment costs for 

large number of small cells, or physically unavailability for wired-line deployment, and wireless 

backhauling deems to be the only alternative.  

In terms of backhaul operational frequency, both in-band and out-band backhauling are optional, 

where backhaul links operate in the same spectrum as access links for the in-band backhauling and 

operate in a separate spectrum for the out-band backhauling. In-band backhauling for millimetric 

wave small cells facilitates single antenna usage for both access and backhauling purpose, with 

concerns over mutual interference and capacity trade-offs between access and backhaul links. 

Millimetric wave spectrum is in nature applicable for backhauling due to its directive propagation 

characteristics. Out-band backhauling, on the other hand, requires additional spectrum resources. 

Dense small-cell deployment also requires flexible and robust one- or multi-hop backhauling. For this 

purpose, mesh-alike backhaul networking, as shown in Fig. 17, is preferred to provide balanced 

backhaul links over multiple routes and robustness over single-point failure.  
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FIGURE 17 

Wireless backhauling 

 

Different combinations of the above networks can be implemented. A combined network of wireless 

backhauling and overlay network is a promising network which could well reduce network 

deployment while meeting a smooth evolution of current cellular network and future high frequency 

network. Another way is to combine standalone high frequency network and wireless backhauling. 

7.3 Deployment scenarios 

Various deployment scenarios are envisaged for IMT in bands above 6 GHz. For instance, 

cooperating radio nodes in bands above 6 GHz, denoted as a cluster, can be deployed to cope with 

propagation characteristics in bands above 6 GHz. Figure 18 shows an example of a cluster which is 

deployed with IMT systems in existing bands in overlay architecture. In this case, a user can be 

covered by multiple radio nodes within the cluster and also covered by IMT systems in existing bands.  

FIGURE 18 

An example of a cluster in IMT systems above 6 GHz 

 

Recent field measurement campaigns with base stations clusters have been conducted in dense urban 

environment aiming to create statistical spatial channel modelling for future cellular networks 

operating at millimetric or sub-millimetric frequency ranges [66].  

The studies described in this reference suggest that, even under NLoS conditions, statistical spatial 

channel models could be used to derive beam steering algorithms to optimize the angle of departure 

and angle of arrival of the link between the base station and the terminal. In addition the deployment 

of several base stations in a cluster results in terminals being connected to more than one base station. 

These studies show that, in some dense areas in New York City this type of deployment scenario 

provides on average 2.5 usable links per terminal, each of these links being optimized by beam 

steering algorithm. 
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One approach to increase capacity of existing networks is to combine different networks in different 

bands, as well to extend indoor systems to outdoor hot spot extensions utilizing bands above 6 GHz. 

See an example in Fig. 19 below. 

FIGURE 19 

An example of a combination of different networks 

 

The main distinctive characteristic of a small cell is its range. For small cells developed using cellular 

technologies, the range is expected to be typically around 10 to 200 m under NLoS conditions, which 

is much shorter than the range of a cellular macrocell which might be several kilometres [51]. 

Small cells can be deployed indoor (e.g. femto cells) or outdoor. When deployed outdoor, small cells 

are typically deployed at a lower height than a macro cell (e.g. on street lamp posts) and with lower 

transmit power to serve a targeted area. Therefore, a number of small cells are needed especially in 

the dense urban area where more obstacles of signal propagation exist and where the mobile traffic 

keeps increasing.  

Small cells can be managed or unmanaged. Managed small cells are those that are deployed under 

the control of the cellular operator. Unmanaged small cells are those deployed by end users, such as 

Home base stations. Considering vast deployment of small cells with the low operating expenditure 

(OPEX) and low cost per bit, it is helpful to have the feature of self-organizing network (SON) 

capability.  

Small cells are deployed with one of two primary targets (Fig. 20): 

– Coverage extension/enhancement: by deployment of small cells at the edge of a macro cell 

to extend the coverage of the cellular communication system. Coverage of the small cell and 

coverage of the macro cell may partially overlap. This type of small cell is engineered to 

enhance user perceived experience with respect to service availability, and not primarily 

designed for targeted capacity. This type of small cell can be deployed both indoor and 

outdoor, and can be thought of as a range extension for macro cells where peripheral coverage 

areas at cell edge requires quality of service (QoS) and enhanced data throughput. 

– Capacity improvement: by deployment of small cells within the coverage of a macro cell to 

improve data throughput of the cellular communication system. Usually, the coverage of the 

small cell and the coverage of the macro cell overlap to a large extent. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macrocell
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FIGURE 20  

Capacity improvement (left) and coverage extension (right) 

 

An increase in cell density for the given area usually leads to an increase in inter-cell interference and 

difficulty of managing more frequent handover request. For these reasons, it is desirable to consider 

interference management techniques and also enhanced mobility management schemes to relieve the 

degradation of mobility performance. 

For example, the dual connectivity allows a UE to connect to a macro cell and a small cell 

simultaneously so that the small cell is used for data transmission while the connection management 

is taken care of by the macro cell. 

On the basis of types of deployments, three categories of small cells deployment scenarios can be 

identified [51]: 

7.3.1 Hotspot 

Hotspot is a type of small cell deployed to ease congestion from the macro cell, within the macro cell 

coverage. Therefore, this type of small cell provides targeted capacity in areas with high traffic 

density.  

7.3.2 Indoor 

Indoor small cells are often deployed to improve indoor public spaces with steady daily nomadic 

(non-mobile) traffic and occasional peaks within the enclosed structures such as hotels and office 

spaces, often isolated from the macro cell outdoor coverage. As such, indoor small cells provide 

coverage enhancement. Indoor scenarios could be further divided into a) large indoor area such as 

shopping malls, airports, stadiums, etc. and b) multi-room scenario such office buildings. 

One typical deployment scenario is an airport terminal lounge, in which small cell base stations 

operating at high carrier frequency are installed on the wall or ceiling, or collocate with the air 

conditioner. Most of the links of indoor scenario are LoS channel, but some can be NLoS channel 

because of obstacles created by human body or furniture, such as, table, chair, cabinet, etc.  
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FIGURE 21  

Example of Indoor small cell deployment 

 

7.3.3 Outdoor 

Outdoor small cells are deployed to provide coverage and/or capacity in concert with macro cells 

coverage or in isolation of the macro cells such as in disaster recovery support and in rural areas. 

Although small cells are typically mounted on street facilities (i.e. deployed at a lower height than a 

macro cell), it is noteworthy that in some scenarios the beams of outdoor small cells may be directed 

at higher locations, such as window panes (e.g. in order to cater for indoor coverage with or without 

additionally deployed repeaters), or elevated train tracks, and like.  

The typical outdoor deployment scenario is to collocate high frequency small cell base stations with 

the public facilities, such as, light poles along the street, bus stop, etc. Figure 22 shows an example 

of outdoor small cell deployment in an urban street. 

FIGURE 22 

Example of outdoor small cell deployment 

 

Some cells can form a cluster to provide users with contiguous accesses of high throughput. 

E.g. tourist can share the interesting places with their friends by video phone calling as walking in a 

tour street. The high frequency point-to-point link between cells can be also exploited to improve 

throughput by taking advantage of cooperation between nodes. The users’ access links can be LoS 

channels, or NLoS channels caused by foliage, cars, pedestrians, etc., while the links between base 

stations are usually LoS since the height of light pole is more than that of most obstacles. 

Outdoor scenarios could be further divided into a) contiguous coverage, b) non-contiguous coverage, 

and c) backhaul and fronthaul. 
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In a distributed base station architecture, the base band unit (BBU) is physically separate from the 

radio remote unit (RRU). Multiple RRUs typically share one BBU to improve the processing 

efficiency of baseband data. Fronthaul refers to the link between BBU and RRU. The fronthaul may 

also include the link between RRHs in some deployment cases. In the existing network deployments 

the fronthaul is typically connected with a fibre optic cable introducing deployment complexity and 

decreasing the data transmission efficiency. Therefore, in the considered deployment scenarios, it is 

beneficial to connect the fronthaul link wirelessly using frequency bands above 6 GHz. Backhaul 

refers to two links, 1) the link between Macro/Pico BS and Core Network, 2) the link between 

Macro/Pico BSs. An overview of the overall network architecture is shown in Fig. 23. All the 

backhaul, fronthaul and access link can operate on bands above 6 GHz. 

FIGURE 23 

Description of distributed base station deployment 

 

7.4 Flexible deployment of access and backhaul 

The previous sub sections presented scenarios of how IMT systems in bands above 6 GHz could be 

used for the interface between the base station and the mobile users (the access) to enhance data 

services, being either for capacity in dense urban environment or for wide area coverage. However, 

another perspective is worth considering due to the uniqueness of the spectrum bands above 6 GHz. 

This is the flexible spectrum use, which could be defined as the flexibility of using the spectrum for 

either mobile applications or fixed applications. This has already been alluded to in § 7.3.3, where 

bands above 6 GHz can be used for fronthaul point-to-point links , as well as in § 7.1 on use cases, 

where use of wireless backhaul/fronthaul may be more cost effective than optical fiber to enable high 

data rate services in some locations (e.g. in a shopping mall). Having the possibility to use the same 

spectrum above 6 GHz for both access and fronthaul/backhaul links would be advantageous. An 

operator could manage the use of the spectrum based on the service and deployment needs, allowing 

for more rapid and cost-effective system deployment by using the same spectrum for both access and 

front/backhaul link, when technically feasible, rather than requiring two different frequency bands or 

a cable connection. As an example, enabling the bands currently used for fixed applications6 to be 

also used for mobile would be advantageous. 

                                                 

6  Recommendation ITU-R F.746. 
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7.4.1 Wireless backhaul for moving hotspot 

One promising area that will be benefitted by high data-rate service using millimetric technology is 

public transportation, such as subway, bus or high speed train. Growing number of users uses mobile 

internet in public transportation every day. During rush-hour, thousands of passengers are carried in 

one subway train and each cabin becomes dense hotspot area. Cellular service (LTE/WCDMA) or 

Wi-Fi is typical means to access mobile internet inside the cabin, however the overall throughput is 

limited by capacity of external link per vehicle. Current feasible technology to provide wireless 

backhaul for moving vehicle is using IMT-200/IMT-Advanced access.  

In whatever means, the capacity is far insufficient than user expectation. In future IMT, there will be 

solutions for delivering broadband access to passengers using millimetric technology. One feasible 

option is deploying one or several relay node(s) mounted on the vehicles.  

The wide spectrum in above 6 GHz can be used for supporting moving hotspot cell users such as high 

speed train moving 500 km/hr. The access link inside the vehicle can use both existing sub 6 GHz 

radio transmission technologies (such as, Wi-Fi, LTE-A Femto) and above 6 GHz technologies 

(WiGig). 

When the access link and backhaul link use above 6 GHz spectrum, they can employ in-band or out-

of-band relaying. Figure 24 shows an example of wireless backhaul system for moving hotspot cell 

(train environment). 

FIGURE 24 

Description of wireless backhaul for moving hotspot cell 

 

8 Conclusions 

This Report investigates the technical feasibility of IMT in the frequencies between 6 and 100 GHz 

based on recently conducted and still ongoing studies carried out by a large number of sector members 

in different organizations globally. The Report also describes a number of channel measurement 

campaigns carried out by the industry and academia aiming at investigating the propagation channel 

characteristics in these bands under different propagation condition, e.g. LoS and NLoS. This work 

is needed to develop a representative set of channel models for different portions of the frequency 

ranges and for different propagation environments. Large-scale path loss models are useful in 
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estimating the coverage and link budget of the radio system, and other modelling is used when 

investigating phenomena like outdoor-to-indoor coverage, mobility and performance of different 

deployment scenarios utilizing a given bandwidth and the frequencies between 6 and 100 GHz. 

This Report collects measurement data on some examples and reference points in ranges from 10 GHz 

to higher than 70 GHz in several different environments and refers to a number of other publications 

on the matter. Both LoS and NLoS as well as outdoor-to-indoor measurement cases have been studied 

in this Report. Further, several different deployment scenarios for systems operating in the 

frequencies between 6 and 100 GHz have been envisioned and some of these simulated for 

performance. Generally the results are as expected; the lower bands have better propagation 

characteristics for coverage and indoor penetration, whereas the higher bands are more suitable for 

outdoor hot-spot and indoor deployments with relatively poor outdoor-to-indoor coverage 

capabilities.. At the same time it has been noted that solutions based on MIMO and beamforming 

with large number of antennas compensating for the propagation loss are becoming increasingly 

feasible with higher frequencies due to the smaller antenna sizes and the ability to exploit chip-scale 

antenna solutions. Bands below and above 6 GHz could be used in a complementary manner for 

future IMT for the year 2020 and beyond. 

The practical feasibility of building commercial transmitters and receivers for the frequencies 

between 6 and 100 GHz was also investigated as evidenced by availability of commercial 60 GHz 

multi-gigabit wireless systems (MGWS) products and prototyping activities that are already 

underway in other frequencies, such as 11, 15, 28, 44, 70 and 80 GHz. It is first noted that there are 

already products available for a large variety of bands between 6 GHz and 100 GHz, showing that 

there is nothing in these bands that inherently prevents their commercial mobile usage. The Report 

takes a more detailed look at state-of-the art solutions for building a cost and energy efficient large-

scale adaptive antenna arrays not requiring ADC/DAC per antenna element and notes that modular 

phased antenna arrays are a promising technology enabling this. Recent advancements in 

semiconductor technology processes in manufacturing RFICs for the frequencies between 6 and 

100 GHz allow for using several different processes such as CMOS and GaAS MMIC to be used to 

manufacture integrated and cost effective system-in-package modules consisting of mixers, LNAs, 

PAs and IF amplifiers. Further references to the work in this area have been covered as well. 

Finally the Report notes that the allowing for flexible usage of the frequencies between 6 and 

100 GHz in IMT systems could be beneficial to facilitate rapid roll out of high-capacity networks. 

There could be advantages to use the same spectrum for both access and fronthaul/backhaul as 

compared with using two different frequencies for access and fronthaul/backhaul, or fibre access. 

During the development of this Report, ITU-R has been in contact with external organizations and 

research projects, such as METIS, MiWaveS and MiWEBA, researching and developing practical 

aspects, solutions and deployment considerations for the frequencies between 6 and 100 GHz .  

The theoretical assessment, simulations, measurements, technology development and prototyping 

described in this Report indicate that utilizing the bands between 6 and 100 GHz is feasible for studied 

IMT deployment scenarios, and could be considered for the development of IMT for 2020 and 

beyond.  
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Annex 1 

 

Semiconductor technology status 

A1.1 Introduction 

Driven by unprecedented growth in the demand for mobile data, and with no signs of a slowdown, 

industry and academia alike are looking for solutions that go beyond what can be offered by finding 

spectrum fragments of 10 MHz here and there. In particular, there is interest in finding large 

contiguous chunks of spectrum providing wide bandwidths that can be used for addressing the traffic 

explosion problem in a more fundamental way. 

This in turn has spurred interest in investigating the suitability of utilizing a very wide continuous 

bandwidth in millimetric wave bands for mobile broadband access [1-4]. 

Advances in semiconductor technology have made millimetric wavewireless systems feasible 

[5-9].Commercial products in millimetric wave bands are now readily available. Notable examples 

are products in the 60 GHz Band (for personal area networks (PAN) are available soon under the 

labels of WiGig [10][11]), products in the 28 and 38 GHz bands (for wireless backhaul) as well as 

products in the 71-76 and 81-86 GHz bands. 

This annex provides semiconductor technology status for millimetric wavebands with an aim to show 

the feasibility of using the lower millimetric wave bands for IMT system. 

A1.2 Semiconductor technology 

Millimetric wave technologies have been developed in all areas including circuits, antennas and 

communication protocols, in order to exploit the large chunks of bandwidths in millimetric wave 

bands. 

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit(MMIC) technologies are mature 

enough to have a dominant presence for power amplifiers (PAs), low noise amplifiers (LNAs), 

switches for digital attenuators and phase shifters, voltage controlled oscillators(VCOs) and passive 

components from a few GHz to 100 GHz already. 

At the same time, recent technologies of Silicon-based CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor) processes are capable of implementing integration systems-in-package including 

mixers, LNAs, PAs, and inter-frequency (IF) amplifiers in millimetric wave bands, especially 

for 60 GHz commercialized products (with the label of WiGig). Cost effective implementations of 

CMOS nano-process under 100 nm have facilitated the utilization of 60 GHz spectrum bands.  
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Figure A1.2-1 shows the survey of output power for both MMIC-based PA and Silicon-based PA. 

PA output power level for the frequency range of 10 GHz to 100 GHz is relatively small compared 

to those for up to 10 GHz. However, e.i.r.p. can be boosted up with a beamforming technique that 

provides a high antenna gain by utilizing a large number of antenna elements.  

FIGURE A1.2-1 

Left: Power MMIC Survey [9], Right: Silicon Power Amplifier Survey 

 
 

A key element of the future system solution relies upon the use of RFIC for bands above 6 GHz 

providing the core radio technology for the system. RFICs provide highly integrated solutions with 

benefits of reduced size, power consumption and cost. The RFIC semiconductor process needs to 

provide sufficient fidelity when operating in 60 GHz spectrum bands as discussed in [11], [12], [13]. 

The size of the array has a significant impact on the transmitter e.i.r.p. as well as receiver sensitivity 

and thus directly impacts the system link budget. Likewise, the size of the array, particularly the 

transmitter array, has a significant impact on the RFIC power consumption as well as cost. Device 

side applications will often be constrained for minimum power consumption, size and cost and will 

need small sized arrays while base station applications will need to utilize larger sized arrays to 

establish sufficient link gain. Scalable and adaptable solutions are likely to be needed, particularly 

during the early stages of this future system deployment. 
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Annex 2 

 

Measurement results in bands above 6 GHz 

There are prototyping activities ongoing in various spectrum bands including 11, 15, 28, 44, 70 and 

80 GHz.7  

A2.1 Test results of prototype mobile system 

This section introduces a prototype of millimetric wave mobile communication system and provides 

various test results in three categories:  

 the transmission range tests include LoS environments,  

 transmissions are made to a moving receiver with speed of 8 km/h in NLoS environments, 

 two case studies for outdoor-to-indoor building penetration.  

Overview of a millimetric wave prototype mobile system 

The millimetric wave prototype mobile system was developed for mobile communications by using 

FPGA and analog RF components to transmit and receive signals and to perform real time processing. 

The system operates at the frequency of 27.925 GHz with a bandwidth of 500 MHz, and a pencil 

beamforming technique is applied to both the base station (BS) and mobile station (MS) transceivers. 

Figure A2.1-1 shows the overall system configuration, which is composed of BS, MS, and DM 

(diagnostic monitor). The DM provides the status of RX signal processing, and selected beams at BS 

and MS are visualized in real time. 
  

                                                 

7 https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2014/0508_00.html 

 https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2013/0227_00.html 

 http://pr.huawei.com/en/news/hw-328622-ictmwc.htm#.VXiBiFJr_Gc 

 http://www.ericsson.com/news/1810070 

 http://www.ericsson.com/news/1897060 

 http://company.nokia.com/fi/news/press-releases/2015/03/02/ntt-docomo-nokia-networks-showcase-high-

speed-data-transmission-in-5g 

 http://www.mitsubishielectric.com/news/2015/0302-b.html  

https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2014/0508_00.html
https://www.nttdocomo.co.jp/english/info/media_center/pr/2013/0227_00.html
http://pr.huawei.com/en/news/hw-328622-ictmwc.htm#.VXiBiFJr_Gc
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1810070
http://www.ericsson.com/news/1897060
http://company.nokia.com/fi/news/press-releases/2015/03/02/ntt-docomo-nokia-networks-showcase-high-speed-data-transmission-in-5g
http://company.nokia.com/fi/news/press-releases/2015/03/02/ntt-docomo-nokia-networks-showcase-high-speed-data-transmission-in-5g
http://www.mitsubishielectric.com/news/2015/0302-b.html
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FIGURE A2.1-1 

Overview of the prototype mobile system at 28 GHz band 

 

Figure A2.1-2 shows the key system parameters. Half power beam-width (HPBW) is 10 degrees, and 

either 64 or 32 antenna elements are used to generate a beam. As for TX output power, 36 dBm is the 

maximum power after considering PAPR backoff, but some power margin was available for all test 

cases. OFDM using QPSK or 16-QAM modulation with LDPC channel coding was used. For system 

operation, fundamental functions like synchronization, beam searching, and channel estimation were 

implemented, and data transmission is performed using the remaining resources. 

FIGURE A2.1-2 

Key system parameters and values 

 

LoS range test results 

The first question regarding millimetric wave signal transmission in outdoor environments would be 

“How far can the signal be transmitted in millimetric wave bands?” In order to investigate this 

question, a range test has been performed in Samsung Campus in Suwon, Korea. The LoS 

environments which can be found in the Campus provide a maximum distance of 1.7 km. 

Figures A2.1-3 and A2.1-4 show the scene of LoS environments in Suwon Campus from the satellite 

view and ground view. 

Please note that the BS is located on the rooftop of a4-story building and the mobile station (MS) is 

located on the road. 
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FIGURE A2.1-3 

Ground view of LoS range test in Suwon Campus 

 

For the given 1.7 km distance, a communication link between the BS and MS was verified with more 

than 10 dB TX power margin. The data rate of 264 Mbit/s using QPSK shows no block error rate and 

a data rate of 528 Mbit/s using 16-QAM shows 10-6 block error rate. The target error rate of the 

system link is usually 10% thanks to the HARQ operation. Taking account of these results and 

conditions, we expect the maximum range to be more than 2 km in LoS environments for the given 

system configurations. 

FIGURE A2.1-4 

Satellite view of LoS range test in Suwon Campus 
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NLoS mobility test results 

Secondly, NLoS transmission has been investigated, combined with mobility tests. The BS is located 

on the 4-th floor rooftop of the building R2, and the MS is located on the road where there is no LoS 

between BS and MS. The BS transmits a signal toward the building R3, and this signal may reflect 

from the building and then arrive at the receiver. The distance in total from BS to MS is approximately 

160 m. At the receiver side, the MS is not nomadic but moving with the speed of approximately 8~10 

km/h. 

In the conditions mentioned above, a data rate 528 Mbit/s (16-QAM) was verified with block error 

rate of no more than 0.5%. The data rate of 256 Mbit/s (QPSK) did not show any block errors. 

The best TX beam and RX beams have been tracked continuously during movement, and the 

necessary information was fed back to the BS.  

This TX-RX beam tracking made it possible for the MS to move without disconnect of transmission 

as long as the MS dwells in the BS service coverage. The mobility speed that is allowed in 

beamforming systems is tightly related to beamforming configurations and beam-tracking period. For 

example, if the beamwidth is getting narrower, the allowable speed to be supported would be getting 

slower if the beam-tracking period is retained. On the contrary, for the given beamwidth, making the 

beam tracking period shorter would support a higher speed of mobility. 

FIGURE A2.1-5 

View of NLoS environments for mobility test in Suwon Campus 

 

 

 

During the experiments, the best TX beam of BS is continuously searched by the MS and fed back to 

BS so that the BS can apply the TX beam for transmission. 

8 Km/h
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Outdoor-to-indoor penetration test results 

The final test was to investigate the system performance in outdoor-to-indoor penetration 

environments. Two case tests were conducted and the environments for the tests are shown in 

Figs A2.1-6 and A2.1-7, respectively.  

In the first case, the BS is located at the rooftop of the 2nd floor of the building R1, and the MS is 

located at the 7th floor office inside the building R2. The distance between BS and MS is 

approximately 65 m. For the data rate of 256 Mbit/s (QPSK), a block error rate up to 0.6 % was 

obtained. 

In the second case, the BS is located at the rooftop of the 4th floor of the building R2, and the MS is 

located at the 1st floor lobby inside the building R4. The distance between BS and MS is 

approximately 150 m. For the data rate of 256 Mbit/s (QPSK), a block error rate up to 0.3 % was 

obtained. 

The BS had more than 10 dB TX power margin for both cases and the MS was located inside the 

building up to 15 m away from the window; the environments inside the building were not necessarily 

LoS.  
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FIGURE A2.1-6 

View of building penetration environments – Case 1 

 

FIGURE A2.1-7 

View of building penetration environments – Case 2 
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Summary 

A prototype millimetric wave system using pencil beamforming has been developed and various tests 

were conducted with real-time processing. Initially, the maximum range in LoS environments was 

provided as 1.7 km, but it is evident that using higher power will result in lengthened distances of 

more than 2 km.  

Mobility test results were also provided in NLoS environments. With a speed of the MS of around 

8 km/h, it was verified that a stable communication link was maintained with a fast beam-tracking 

algorithm. Final results show that the signal is still pretty well received and some coverage for a 

communication link can be retained even inside a building with window glass.  

All test results point out the possibility of using millimetric wave frequency bands for IMT systems. 

A2.2 Coverage test results 

In this section, a coverage map based on the prototype IMT system is provided to demonstrate the 

service availability in typical IMT environments, including LoS, NLoS and window penetration links. 

The prototype IMT system used to carry out coverage tests included the following key system 

features: 

– Operating frequency:   27.925 GHz 

– Bandwidth:     500 MHz 

– Tx power:     31 dBm for case 1, 24 dBm for case 2 

– Half power beam width:  10 degrees 

– Duplexing:     TDD 

– Channel coding:   LDPC, 1/2 

– Modulation:     QPSK 

– Supported data rates:   264 Mbit/s. 

Note that the Tx power used for tests is as more than ten times smaller than the conventional BS Tx 

power in urban environments, while the system bandwidth is more than 25 times wider. It is obvious 

that the same level of Tx power as conventional IMT systems will give enlarged service coverage. 

Coverage test results 

1) Case 1: Outdoor environments 

Firstly, coverage test results in outdoor environments are provided to demonstrate the service 

availability in Fig. A2.2-1, which covers a typical urban outdoor environment including both LoS and 

NLoS links. The BS is located at the 4th floor rooftop and the MS is located on the roads along various 

streets. More specifically, the tests were performed at various sites surrounded by tall buildings where 

different channel propagation effects such as reflection, diffraction, or penetration are expected to 

occur, as shown in Fig. A2.1-2. 

As can be seen from the test results in Fig. A2.2-1, satisfactory communications links are maintained 

even in NLoS sites more than 200 m away, which is mostly due to reflections off neighbouring 

buildings(Locations 2, 4, 5, and 12). 

On the other hand, there are NLoS locations where a proper link could not be established, 

i.e. coverage holes (Locations 1 and 13). These locations are expected to be covered well if the 

transmission power is increased up to the conventional level. Of course there are other solutions for 

coverage improvement techniques such as optimized cell deployment, intercell coordination, relays, 

or repeaters. 
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From Figs A2.2-3 to A2.2-5, various views from the MS receiver toward the BS transmitter are 

provided. Not only LoS links like Fig. A2.2-4, but also NLoS links like Figs A2.2-3 and A2.2-5 

satisfy the target error rate (block error rate (BLER) < 10%). 

FIGURE A2.2-1 

Outdoor coverage test results of bands above 6 GHz beamforming prototype 

 

FIGURE A2.2-2 

A view from the transmitter side 
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FIGURE A2.2-3 

A view from the receiver side toward the transmitter at location 4 

 

FIGURE A2.2-4 

A view from the receiver side toward the transmitter at location 6 
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FIGURE A2.2-5 

A view from the receiver side toward the transmitter at location 21 

 

2) Case 2: Window penetration environments 

One of the important operation scenarios in practical cellular networks is communication between an 

outdoor BS and an indoor MS. The test scenario is shown in Fig. A2.2-6 where the BS is located 

outdoor on the 4thfloor rooftop of a building, and the MS is located in the 1st lobby of another modern 

office building, which is 150 m away from the BS. The building windows surrounding the MS have 

heavily tinted glass. These types of building windows present highly unfavourable propagation 

(penetration) conditions even for current cellular frequency bands below 6 GHz. 

Considering very low Tx power (only 24 dBm), as can be seen in Fig. A2.2-7, surprisingly amicable 

in-building coverage results were obtained, with only the totally obstructed, farthest side of the 

building resulting in lost connections. Therefore the spots showing block error rates around 10-50% 

can be easily improved just by having a BS equipped with the conventional Tx power. Furthermore 

there are many link quality enhancement techniques such as hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) 

and adaptive modulation/coding (AMC). Also, alternative ways can be considered to overcome 

coverage holes, such as repeaters and indoor femto cells, which are widely used in traditional cellular 

systems. 
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FIGURE A2.2-6 

A satellite view for outdoor-to-indoor penetration test (left) and a view  

from the receiver side toward the transmitter (right) 

 

FIGURE A2.2-7 

Outdoor-to-indoor penetration test results of bands above 6GHz beamforming prototype 

 

Summary 

Coverage test results are provided for millimetric wave prototype IMT systems with a large system 

bandwidth in excess of 500 MHz at 28 GHz, and with tens of antennas placed in planar arrays at both 

of the communicating ends. The system incorporates a real-time baseband modem, full millimetric 

wave RF circuitry, and relevant software. This system successfully demonstrated that the millimetric 
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wave frequency band is capable of supporting radii of a few hundred meters in typical urban 

environments. 

A2.3 High mobility test results 

In this section, the mobility test result on the prototype system at 28 GHz is presented. It is very 

important to support users with high throughput in mobility because mobile services want to provide 

seamless connectivity even in moving scenario. To model a fast moving environment, the experiment 

was conducted in moving vehicle. In Fig. A2.3-1, the mobile unit including RF unit and baseband 

model is shown equipped on the roof of the mini-van vehicle. The prototype system is designed with 

the following the key parameters: 

– Operating frequency:   27.925 GHz 

– Bandwidth:     800 MHz 

– Half power beam width (BS) : 10 degrees  

– Half power beam width (MS) : 20 degrees (Azimuth) / 140 degrees (Elevation). 

FIGURE A2.3-1 

Mobile unit equipped on the roof of the mini-van 

 

The test was conducted with the speed of a vehicle racing (more than 100 km/h) on a 4.35 km 

professional outdoor race track in safe condition as shown in Fig. A2.3-2. The base station is placed 

on the building in the track, and covers the area where the vehicle is moving with 110 km/h speed. 

Figures A2.3-3 and A2.3-4 show the views of the point at the base station and the point at the mobile 

station, respectively, while the experimental test performed. The vehicle moves fast along the track 

which is much curved. 
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FIGURE A2.3-2 

A satellite view of the Everland Speedway for mobility test 

 

FIGURE A2.3-3 

View from the point at Base Station 
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FIGURE A2.3-4 

Mobile Unit on moving in Speedway track 

 

As the results shown in Fig. A2.3-5, the peak data rate reached to 1.2 Gbit/s in the vehicle travelling 

over 112 km/h speed. The diagnostic monitor in Fig. A2.3-5 shows the status of transmission 

including beam directions and the constellations of received data while the mobility test conducted. 

More details including the movie clip of the experiment test can be found at the link below: 

http://global.samsungtomorrow.com/samsung-electronics-sets-5g-speed-record-at-7-5gbps-over-30-

times-faster-than-4g-lte. 

FIGURE A2.3-5 

Test results on data rate achieved 1.2 Gbit/s 

 

http://global.samsungtomorrow.com/samsung-electronics-sets-5g-speed-record-at-7-5gbps-over-30-times-faster-than-4g-lte
http://global.samsungtomorrow.com/samsung-electronics-sets-5g-speed-record-at-7-5gbps-over-30-times-faster-than-4g-lte
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A2.4 Multi-user MIMO test results 

As an extension of the point-to-point transmission, the multi-user transmission experiment was 

performed. The transmission test is designed that one base station supports two mobile stations at 

same time while stationary. As you can see in Fig. A2.4-1 below, each link between base station and 

mobile station supports 2 × 2 MIMO achieving 3.77 Gbit/s throughput per user. The total transmission 

throughput from the base station point of view is achieved up to 7.552 Gbit/s in a stationary condition.  

FIGURE A2.4-1 

A view for multiple user transmission experiment (left) and  

the result of diagnostic monitor on test achieving 7.552 Gbit/s (right) 

  

A2.5 Test results in 70 GHz bands 

The 70 GHz measurements were conducted in downtown New York City around the New York 

University (NYU) campus, which offers a very rich multipath environment. Measurements consisted 

of both backhaul-to-backhaul and base-station-to-mobile scenarios, with transmitter (TX) and 

receiver (RX) intersite distances between 30 and 200 m. Two TX locations were on top of NYU Coles 

Sports Center at heights of 7 m, two TX locations were on the 2nd floor balcony of the Kimmel Center 

at heights of 7 m, a final TX location was on the 5th floor balcony of the Kaufman building at a height 

of 17 m, and 27 RX locations were located in the surrounding campus at heights of 2 m (mobile) and 

4.06 m (backhaul). Figure A2.5-1 shows the measurement locations. 

A majority of the measurements were in NLoS conditions, as LoS conditions are less common in 

dense-urban environments. Also, RX locations were pseudo-randomly selected around campus based 

on AC outlet access and prior NYU Public Safety approval. 

FIGURE A2.5-1 

Map of TX and RX measurement locations around NYU campus 
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The TX and RX antennas used for the 70 GHz measurements were rotatable 27 dBi horn antennas 

with a 7° 3dB-beamwidth. For each TX-RX location scenario, the TX and RX antennas were 

mechanically steered in both the azimuth and elevation planes to exhaustively search for the strongest 

receive power angle combinations. For the strongest TX-RX angle combinations, the RX antenna was 

then incrementally swept in 8° increments in the azimuth plane for NLoS environments (10° 

increments for LoS) with the TX antenna fixed in both the azimuth and elevation plane. At each 

incremental step along the sweep in the azimuth plane, a power delay profile (PDP) was recorded at 

the receiver (PDPs were not recorded for angles which did not produce a detectable signal). Variations 

in the elevation plane for the TX and RX were also sampled for RX azimuthal sweeps; that is, the RX 

antenna elevation was fixed to +/– one beamwidth from the horizon in the elevation plane for two 

azimuth sweeps and the TX antenna elevation was fixed to +/– one beamwidth from the horizon in 

the elevation plane for two RX azimuth sweeps. This procedure resulted in five initial RX sweeps 

using a fixed TX orientation that provided the strongest initial received power. TX azimuth sweeps 

were then conducted with the RX antenna fixed in the two strongest azimuth and elevation angle 

settings, using the pointing angle combinations determined during the first five RX sweeps.  

Upon completion of the two TX azimuth sweeps, a different main angle of departure at the TX was 

selected to perform five more similar RX sweeps, resulting in 12 possible measurement sweeps per 

TX-RX combination. Measurements from RX sweeps are used to develop angle-of-arrival (AOA) 

statistics and models, and angle-of-departure (AOD) models can be generated from the TX sweeps. 

The NYU WIRELESS research team conducted measurements for 36 base station-to-mobile and 

38 backhaul-to-backhaul combinations; however, there were outages at various locations for each 

scenario. 

The measurements at 70 GHz show very comparable path loss behaviour for the base-station-to-

mobile scenarios measured at 28 and 38 GHz [1][2][3], thus indicating that propagation in many 

different bands above 20 GHz will be quite comparable and quite viable with directional, high-gain 

antennas used at both the mobile device and base station. 

In the first step, omnidirectional large-scale path loss models at 70 GHz for backhaul and mobile 

access in an urban environment were studied. These new omnidirectional path loss models are 

suitable for use by standards bodies and academicians who may wish to study arbitrary antenna 

patterns or MIMO approaches. The omnidirectional path loss models were developed by considering 

the measured PDPs at every individual pointing angle for each TX and RX location, and integrating 

each of the PDPs to obtain received power as a function of pointing angle, and then subtracting the 

TX and RX antenna gains from every individual power measurement. All of the received powers at 

unique pointing angles (taking care not to double-count for replicated antenna pointing angles) were 

summed to obtain the omnidirectional path loss models given here. Results of the 70 GHz 

omnidirectional measurements from New York City are shown in Figs A2.5-2 and A.2.5-3, where 

best-fit path loss exponents (PLEs) are shown for omnidirectional backhaul-to-backhaul and 

omnidirectional base-station-to-mobile access scenarios, respectively. Path loss and shadow factors 

(i.e. the standard deviation about the distance-dependent mean path loss model) were computed for 

both LoS and NLoS measurements for each scenario. Two path loss models are considered: the first 

model, the free-space path loss (FSPL) reference distance model, provides a path loss exponent which 

has physical relevance since the path loss is tied to the FSPL at a specific close-in reference distance 

(1 m is convenient and practical at millimetric wave frequencies). In equation form, this path loss is 

given by: 

  𝑃𝐿[dB](𝑑) = 20log10 (
4π𝑑0

λ
) + 10𝑛log10(𝑑 𝑑0⁄ ) + 𝑋 (1) 

where  

 do : reference distance (1 m in this paper) 

 λ : wavelength 
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 n : path loss exponent 

 d : distance between TX and RX (m) and  

 X : shadow fading term which is a zero-mean Gaussian variable with a given 

standard deviation (i.e. the shadow fading) (dB).  

For the large-scale propagation model in (1), the path loss exponent and shadow fading standard 

deviation are chosen to give the best fit to the data. The second path loss equation considered is the 

traditional one used in industry (e.g. by 3GPP) referred to as an alpha plus beta model. This model 

has the following form: 

  𝑃𝐿[dB](𝑑) = α + 10βlog10(𝑑) + 𝑋 (2) 

where  and  are determined with a least-squares fit to the measured data and X is the shadow fading 

term. Note that this path loss formula is limited to only the range of distances measured in the field 

[6].  

In equation (2),  cannot be considered to be a true path loss exponent because it is floating and is 

only chosen to optimize the fit to the data along with the y-intercept, . Also, since the path loss 

formula in (2) is only valid over the range for which the measurements were taken, it is inaccurate 

and often misleading for distances where the physical model of (1) will still hold [4] [6]. The 

advantage of the alpha plus beta model is that it minimizes the standard deviation (minimizes the 

mean square error fit to data) with an improvement of about 0.5 to 1 dB to a FSPL model, but the 

disadvantage is that there is no physical basis for the model and it does not fit real world data well 

beyond the specific range of data for which it is created. 

Figures A2.5-2 and A2.5-3 show that the measured omnidirectional LoS path loss is very close to the 

free-space path loss with an exponent of 2 in both the backhaul and access (base-to-mobile) cases. 

Also shown is how the alpha plus beta model compares to the FSPL reference distance model. Over 

the range of distances of the measured data (30 to 200 m in [4][5]), both models produce similar path 

loss values, but outside of that range the two models would deviate quite significantly. Table 

A2.5-1summarizes the results found for the omnidirectional 1 m FSPL reference distance model for 

the case of both backhaul-to-backhaul and base-station-to-mobile, and Table A2.5-1 summarizes the 

path loss models for the alpha plus beta model. These results show that the omnidirectional NLoS 

PLEs for the backhaul-to-backhaul and base-station-to-mobile scenarios are comparable to one 

another, and are also quite comparable to urban path loss observed at 28 GHz [4] [5]. 
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FIGURE A2.5-2 

Measured omnidirectional antenna path loss computed relative to 1 m free-space path loss for 70 GHz 
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FIGURE A2.5-3 

Measured omnidirectional antenna path loss computed relative to 1m free-space path loss for 70 GHz base-station-to-mobile 

access (TX height was 17 m and 7 m and the RX height was 2 m) 

 

These recent 70 GHz measurements in New York City show that the propagation channel is rich in 

multipath, both in terms of time delays and angular arrivals. This diversity provides ample signal 

paths that will be exploited to provide multi-Gigabit per second data transmissions in the vast 

millimetric wave spectrum bands. Figure A2.5-4 shows typical measured PDPs that have a large 

number of strong multipath components when using highly directional antennas at the TX and RX. 

Figure A2.5-5 compares the angles of arrival at 28 and 70 GHz, and shows that distinctive lobes of 

energy arrive in a similar manner at a wide array of different angles in both LoS and NLoS 

environments. Figure A2.5-5 suggests that multipath “lobes” may be used to statistically describe the 

arrival of energy when using directional antennas, where the lobe size may be a function of the 

particular antenna gain used at the receiver. 

Table A2.5-1 shows the path loss exponents (relative to a free-space reference distance of 1 m) and 

shadow factors for the FSPL reference distance model for New York City at 70 GHz with TX heights 

of 17 m and 7 m and backhaul-to-backhaul RX heights of 4.06 m, and base-station-to-mobile 

scenarios with RX heights of 2 m. PLEs and shadow factors are shown for omnidirectional antennas 

at the RX and TX. 
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TABLE A2.5-1 

Path loss exponents (relative to a free-space reference distance of 1 m) and shadow factors 

for the FSPL reference distance model for New York City at 70 GHz 

 70 GHz backhaul-to-

backhaul 

70 GHz base station-to-

Mobile 

 PLE SF (dB) PLE SF (dB) 

LOS 1.95 3.78 2.09 5.01 

NLoS 3.46 8.02 3.34 7.63 

 

Table A2.5-2 shows alpha, beta, and shadow factors for the alpha plus beta model for New York City 

at 70 GHz with TX heights of 17 m and 7 m with backhaul-to-backhaul RX heights of 4.06 m, and 

base-station-to-mobile scenarios with RX heights of 2 m. PLEs and shadow factors are shown for 

omnidirectional antennas at the RX and TX. Also shown is a hybrid model from that combines the 

powers at each RX location for both mobile and backhaul heights. 

TABLE A2.5-2 

Alpha, beta, and shadow factors for the alpha plus beta model  

for New York City at 70 GHz 

 
70 GHz backhaul-to-backhaul 70 GHz base station-to-mobile 

   SF (dB)   SF (dB) 

NLoS 84.73 2.73 7.94 82.70 2.69 7.55 

NLoS 

Hybrid 

[14] 

86.6 2.69 8.0 86.6 2.69 8.0 

 

FIGURE A2.5-4 

Two PDPs measured in nearly identical locations in New York City (one year apart)  

at 28 GHz (left) and 70 GHz (right) 
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FIGURE A2.5-5 

Two polar plots measured at similar locations at 28 GHz and 70 GHz (one year apart). 
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Annex 3 

 

Simulation results above 6 GHz 

The propagation models contained in this Annex are the ones that have been used in the studies that 

are described8. 

A3.1 Simulations at 10 GHz, 30 GHz, and 60 GHz 

A3.1.1 Introduction 

This section contains evaluations of the performance of outdoor-deployed small cells used for 

covering a single building indoors(i.e. base station(s) located outdoors to serve indoor users) at 

frequencies above 6 GHz. Simulations have been performed for a range of frequencies up to 60 GHz, 

and results are presented in terms of propagation gain maps as well as user throughput. The specific 

frequencies used in the simulations (10 GHz, 30 GHz, and 60 GHz) are selected as examples to 

illustrate the general trends of how coverage varies across the frequency range.  

The outline of § A3.1 is as follows: § A3.1.2 introduces the channel model used, § A3.1.3 gives a 

description of the scenario and the simulation setup, § A3.1.4 presents the simulation results, and 

finally, conclusions are given in § A3.1.5. 

A3.1.2 Propagation models used in this study  

The channel models used in this section are based on Refs. [1]-[9]. The basis is the site-specific 

propagation model [1], where LoS propagation is based on equation (3) of [9] and NLoS propagation 

is based on the model in Reference [1]. This model has been further updated to include frequency-

dependent building-penetration and indoor wall-loss models presented in the following subsections. 

Building penetration loss 

The building penetration loss was calculated based on the assumed material percentages for different 

building types (A) the “old building” assumption corresponds to a composite model with 30% 

standard glass and 70% concrete wall, and (B) the “new building” composite model corresponds to 

70% infrared reflective glass (IRR) glass and 30% concrete wall.  

The total loss through the standard glass and the coated (IRR) glass windows was estimated according 

to the equations 

Lossthroughastandardglasswindow  (dB) = 𝟎. 𝟐 ∗ 𝒇 + 𝟐 (A3-1) 

Lossthroughacoatedglasswindow (IRR) (dB) = 𝟎. 𝟑 ∗ 𝒇 + 𝟐𝟑 (A3-2) 

and the concrete wall loss was calculated based on 

Lossthroughaconcretewall (dB) = 𝟒 ∗ 𝒇 + 𝟓 (A3-3) 

where𝑓is the frequency in GHz. 

The overall building penetration loss was then obtained based on a weighted average (with gains in 

linear scale) according to the percentage of glass and concrete for the respective building type. 

The resulting models are illustrated in Fig. A3.1-1. 

                                                 

8  In some cases, propagation models may have been applied beyond the frequency range for which they were 

developed. For future studies, it is recommended that propagation models contained in 

ITU-Recommendations should be used where these are available. 
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There are several factors motivating the averaging over different wall materials:  

• The DL beams in this study are wide enough to cover multiple windows and concrete wall 

sections of the targeted building. 

• The terminals have wide receiving beams (omnidirectional in this study), resulting in even 

further averaging. 

• Scattering at window frames will distribute substantial power also to terminals behind wall 

sections with large penetration loss. 

• Since the building in the present study is quite large (deep), many terminals (not least those 

in the worst percentiles) will only receive signals that have been scattered one or more times 

against indoor walls or floors. Indoor penetration is further discussed under the header 

“Analysis of the different indoor models” below. 

It should also be noted that the channel model used includes a statistical distribution of the shadow 

fading to account for remaining variations in path loss. 

FIGURE A3.1-1 

Building penetration loss – combined models 

 

In addition to the loss illustrated above, an angular wall loss model is available to account for the 

additional loss that can be experienced depending on the incident angle according to [1] 

Angularwallloss (dB) = 𝟐𝟎 ∗ (𝟏 −  𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝛉)𝟐 (A3-4) 

where θ, the angle of incidence, is set to π/3 radians for NLoS propagation i.e. the angle of incidence 

corresponding to an average angular loss. 

Indoor wall loss 

The indoor environment is assumed to be open, with standard glass, alternatively plaster, indoor 

walls. The loss model per wall is calculated as a function of the carrier frequency, with an average 

wall distance of 4 m. The approach is similar to [10], but instead of the distance dependence 

with an empirical frequency dependence for N, the model d is used, where (f) is derived from 

physical considerations of the impact of interior walls, and calibrated against measurements. Two 

indoor loss models are considered, model 1 and model 2. 
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Model 1 assumes a wall loss equal to that of a single standard glass layer, 

Indoorwallloss, model 1 (dB) = 𝟎. 𝟏 ∗ 𝒇 + 𝟏 (A3-5) 

where𝑓 is the frequency in GHz. 

Indoor loss model 2 is based on measurements in [3]. The indoor wall loss is estimated as 

Indoorwallloss, model 2 (dB) = 𝟎. 𝟐 ∗ 𝒇 + 𝟏. 𝟕 (A3-6) 

where𝑓 is again the frequency in GHz. 

Analysis of the different indoor models 

Indoor wall-loss model 1 (equation (A3-5)) may tend to underestimate the indoor loss at high 

frequencies, as well as the loss corresponding to the first X meters inside the building. For instance, 

it can be observed from the measurements performed in [3] that after passing the first X m inside the 

building, the signal tends to find a relatively better path to the receiver (e.g. through open doors, 

corridors, etc.) than in the case of a receiver standing right behind the exterior wall (or within the first 

X m). 

On the other hand, model 2 (equation (A3-6)), might be pessimistic as we interpolate the dB/m indoor 

loss to provide an estimated loss deep inside a large building, especially as the measurements in [3] 

provide an indication of the indoor loss for up to 10 m. 

As will be shown in the simulations in § A3.1.4, the assumptions for the indoor loss model will have 

a significant impact on the results. Thus, both models are considered in this study, which in turn 

provides an insight into the sensitivity of the results towards the assumptions made on indoor loss 

models. Figure A3.1-2 illustrates the two different models. 

It should be noted that inner walls may be the glass/plasterboard ones that we consider, but also the 

thick concrete load-bearing ones, which have a loss in the order of an outer wall. The latter case would 

result in a totally different indoor loss pattern. In addition, other obstructions such as metal white 

boards could be mounted on the walls causing a higher loss. 

FIGURE A3.1-2 

Indoor loss models for different frequencies 

 

A3.1.3 Scenario 

A single building deployment is considered in this study in order to give an indication of the 

deployment density that is needed to be able to provide indoor coverage in the entire building, given 

a minimum achievable bit rate threshold. 
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As depicted in Fig. A3.1-3, an outdoor-deployed base station is placed at a certain height and distance 

from the targeted building, which may correspond to the case where a base station is mounted on the 

exterior wall of another building.  

The main deployment and simulation parameters are available in Table A3.1-1. 

FIGURE A3.1-3 

Single building deployment 
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TABLE A3.1-1 

Deployment and simulation parameters 

Deployment/simulation parameters Parameter value 

Number of buildings 1 

Building height (m) 63 

Number of floors  21 

Number of base stations 1 

Distance between BS and building (m) 35 

BS height (m) 31.5 

BS output power (dBm) 33 

BS antenna Wall-mounted HV antennas (Hv1, Hv2)9 

BS antenna gain (dBi) 8 (Hv1) and 16.3 (Hv2) 

BS antenna horizontal beam width (degrees) 60 (Hv1 and Hv2) 

BS antenna vertical beam width (degrees) 84 (Hv1) and 33.4 (Hv2) 

UE antenna Omni-directional 

Carrier frequencies (GHz) 10, 30, 60 

System bandwidth 100 MHz 

Total system offered load (Mbit/s) Selected from set [0.625 1.25 2.5 3.75 7.5] 

(see “User throughput” under § A3.1.4) 

A3.1.4 Simulation results 

Results based on simulations in a static system level simulator are presented in terms of propagation 

gain (under the header “Indoor gain maps”) and throughput (under the header “User throughput”). 

Indoor gain maps 

1 Building type A (old building) 

Figures A3.1-4, A3.1-5, and A3.1-6 illustrate the gain map in the target building at 10, 30 and 60 GHz, 

respectively, using antenna Hv1. Building size scales are in meters. It can be noticed that the different 

indoor models have a significant impact on the coverage and on the achievable bit rate levels, 

especially as the user moves deep inside the building. This observation becomes more and more 

crucial as we increase the carrier frequency since covering the building may already be challenging 

even with an optimistic indoor loss model. 

The average indoor loss at 10, 30 and 60 GHz can be extracted from Fig. A3.1-2 and is respectively 

0.5, 1, and 1.75 dB/m in case of indoor model 1, whereas the corresponding loss values in case of 

indoor model 2 are 0.9, 1.9 and 3.4 dB/m, which explains the challenges in providing coverage as the 

indoor distance increases (i.e. up to 40 m in this case).  

                                                 

9 The HV antenna model uses Gaussian-shaped main lobe and flat side lobes, with the principal axes of the 

(elliptical) Gaussian in the horizontal and vertical directions. 
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FIGURE A3.1-4 

Gain map for building type A at 10 GHz with indoor model 1 (left) and model 2 (right), Hv1 

 

FIGURE A3.1-5 

Gain map for building type A at 30 GHz with indoor model 1 (left) and model 2 (right), Hv1 

 

FIGURE A3.1-6 

Gain map for building type A at 60 GHz with indoor model 1 (left) and model 2 (right), Hv1 
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2 Building type B (new building) 

Gain maps for building type B are presented in Figs A3.1-7, A3.1-8 and A3.1-9. 

FIGURE A3.1-7 

Gain map for building type B at 10 GHz with indoor model 1 (left) and model 2 (right), Hv1 

 

FIGURE A3.1-8 

Gain map for building type B at 30 GHz with indoor model 1 (left) and model 2 (right), Hv1 

 

FIGURE A3.1-9 

Gain map building type B at 60 GHz with indoor model 1 (left) and indoor model 2 (right), Hv1 
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User throughput 

In this section, performance results are presented in terms of downlink (DL) user throughput. 

The throughput is calculated from path loss based on throughput-versus-SINR curves obtained in a 

detailed link-level simulator.  

As we are primarily interested in coverage, the focus has been on simulating lowest-load case (0.625 

Mbits/s, cf. Table A3.1-1). However, in the less challenging case of building type A, also four higher 

loads (i.e. in total all five loads from Table A3.1-1) are considered in order to get insight into the 

achievable capacity. The higher-gain antenna Hv2 is used in all cases unless Hv1 is explicitly stated 

in figure caption.  

1 Building type A 

1.1 10 GHz carrier frequency 

Figure A3.1-10 shows that DL user throughput with indoor model 1. The five squares represent the 

building as seen from above for five different load cases according to Table A3.1-1. The colours of 

the dots in each square (in this as well as in subsequent figures) indicate the achievable throughput in 

the corresponding part of the building, according to the colour scale to the right in the figure. As can 

be seen, the top floor is all green in Fig. A3.1-10, indicating full coverage for at least 100 Mbits/s. 

The same holds also for all lower floors in this case (not visible in the figure). 

In this simulation the total system offered load is less than the full system capacity. Most of the time 

there is no traffic in the system, but when there is the data to be sent is consistently delivered with a 

rate exceeding 100 Mbit/s. The system simulations need to operate in < 100% capacity to avoid queue 

build-up. 

Indoor model 2 makes reaching high data rates more challenging, but as can be seen from Fig. A3.1-

11, with the considered output power (33 dBm) and bandwidth (100 MHz), a user throughput above 

100 Mbits/s can still be reached. 

FIGURE A3.1-10 

DL user throughput for building type A at 10GHz for different loads, indoor model 1, Hv1 

 

 
0.625 1.25 2.5  3.75 7.5  

Total system offered load [Mbit/s]
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FIGURE A3.1-11 

DL user throughput for building type A at 10 GHz for different loads, indoor model 2 

 

 

1.2 30 GHz carrier frequency 

Results with indoor models 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. A3.1-12. The colour scale in these and all 

subsequent figures is the same as in Figs A3.1-10 and A3.1-11. The results with model 1 (left panel) 

indicate that more base stations may be needed to be able to reach the desired user throughput 

especially in the other side of the building. With indoor model 2 (right panel), high user throughput 

becomes even more difficult to reach as the indoor distance increases; however, covering the entire 

building may still be manageable with a reasonable number of base stations. 

FIGURE A3.1-12 

DL user throughput for building type A at 30GHz for different loads, indoor models 1 (left) and 2 (right) 

See Fig. A3.1-11 for colour scale 

 

1.3 60 GHz carrier frequency 

At 60 GHz both outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss and indoor propagation loss become too high to 

be overcome using reasonable assumptions on output power, bandwidth, and antenna gain. As can be 

seen for indoor model 1 (left panel of Fig. A3.1-13), a high deployment density is required at such 

high frequencies. 

The same observation can be made for indoor model 2 (right panel of Fig. A3.1-13). In addition, it 

can be noticed that higher antenna gain than what is considered in this study would be needed in order 

to achieve 10 Mbits/s user throughput in the entire building. 
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FIGURE A3.1-13 

DL user throughput for building type A at 60 GHz for different loads, indoor models 1 (left) and 2 (right) 

See Fig. A3.1-11 for colour scale 

 

2 Building type B 

For building type B, with its larger indoor-to-outdoor penetration loss, only the lowest load 

(0.625 Mbit/s) has been simulated. 

2.1 10 GHz carrier frequency 

For building type B and at 10 GHz carrier frequency, the outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss is ~18 dB 

higher in average compared to that of building type A. As a result, user throughput higher than 100 

Mbit/s cannot be guaranteed in the entire building, in contrast to the case of building type A.  

On the other hand, the left panel of Fig. A3.1-14 (top view of building) shows good coverage using 

indoor model 1 with at least 10 Mbit/s user throughput (and in most parts of the building even 

>100 Mbit/s). In case indoor model 2 is considered, a slightly denser deployment would be needed to 

provide a similar coverage, as can be seen in the right panel of panel of Fig. A3.1-14. 
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FIGURE A3.1-14 

DL user throughput for building type B at 10 GHz, indoor model 1 (left) and indoor model 2 (right) 

 

 

 

2.2 30 GHz carrier frequency 

Outdoor-to-indoor penetration loss at this carrier frequency is ~20 dB higher in average than the 

corresponding value for building type A, which makes the overall coverage worse than that of 

building type A at 60 GHz. Hence, even with indoor model 1, there might be a need for a quite dense 

deployment of small base stations with a relatively high power, large bandwidth allocation, and high 

antenna gain, which can be noted in the left panel of Fig. A3.1-15 (using the same colour scale as in 

Fig. A3.1-14).Similar conclusion holds for the case with indoor model 2 as shown in the right panel 

of Fig. A3.1-15. 

FIGURE A3.1-15 

DL user throughput for building type Bat 30 GHz, indoor model 1 (left) and indoor model 2 (right) 

See Fig. A3.1-14 for colour scale 
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2.3 60 GHz carrier frequency 

Around 23 dB higher building penetration loss should be accounted for in this case compared to 

building type A, mainly because of the high loss caused by IRR glass. As a result, covering this type 

of buildings at such high frequencies and with an outdoor deployment of the small bases stations is 

really difficult, if not impossible, which can be seen in Fig. A3.1-16. 

For instance, even with highly directive antennas where narrow beams penetrate the building through 

the window, this would still be extremely challenging since the IRR glass loss is comparable of that 

of the concrete wall (i.e. ~40 dB). 

FIGURE A3.1-16 

DL user throughput for building type Bat 60 GHz, indoor model 1 (left) and indoor model 2 (right).  

See Fig. A3.1-14 for colour scale 

 

A3.1.5 Conclusions 

The indoor DL coverage at a range of frequencies above 6 GHz (up to 60 GHz) has been analysed in 

the context of a single-building scenario with an outdoor-deployed base station and low load 

conditions. The specific frequencies used in the simulations (10 GHz, 30 GHz, and 60 GHz) are 

arbitrarily selected and intended as examples to illustrate the general trends of how coverage varies 

across the frequency range. Table A3.1-2 summarizes the presented results for the different building 

types, indoor models, and operating frequencies.10 In the cases where 1 BS was not enough to reach 

100 Mbit/s, rough estimates of how many BSs would have been needed to reach at least 10 Mbit/s 

are given. 

A main observation, also subject to the assumptions made on propagation, antenna pattern and 

bandwidth size, is that outdoor-to-indoor coverage with DL user throughput higher than 10 Mbit/s, 

and in certain cases higher than 100 Mbits/s, is possible at 10 GHz and above. The case with carrier 

frequencies up to 30 GHz is more challenging but still manageable, whereas providing outdoor to 

indoor coverage at 60 GHz may be quite difficult for some building types. It has also been seen that 

the use of high gain antennas is crucial at high frequencies (30 GHz and above). 

In addition, it has been shown that the required site count per building, in other words the deployment 

density, depends on the type of the building (i.e. exterior wall material, interior layout and wall 

material, building size, etc.). 

                                                 

10 It should be noted that the allowed e.i.r.p. puts a limit on the maximum antenna gain that can be assumed. 

For instance, if an output power of 33 dBm is to be considered, the allowed additional gain from the antenna 

is in the order of 27 dB for narrow street. 
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TABLE A3.1-2 

Summary of simulation results 

 Building A Building B 

 Indoor Model 1 Indoor Model 2 Indoor Model 1 Indoor Model 2 

10 GHz 1 BS  

>100 Mbit/s 

1 BS  

>100 Mbit/s 

>1 BS  

>10 Mbit/s 

>2 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

30 GHz >1 BS  

>10 Mbit/s 

>2 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

60 GHz >6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>6 BSs 

>10 Mbit/s 

>10 Mbit/s: Not 

achievable even 

with narrow beam 

entering through 

the window as the 

IRR glass loss is 

comparable to that 

of the concrete wall 

(~40 dB) 

>10 Mbit/s: Not 

achievable even 

with narrow beam 

entering through 

the window as the 

IRR glass loss is 

comparable to that 

of the concrete wall 

(~40 dB) 
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Abbreviations 

BS Base station 

DL Downlink 

E.I.R.P. Effective isotropic radiated power 

IRR Infrared reflective glass 

LOS Line-of-sight 

MMW Millimetric waves 

NLoS Non-line-of-sight 

SINR Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio 

UE User equipment 

A3.2 System simulations at 72 GHz – Example 1 

Details of system-level simulations for outdoor local area access systems employing very high 

frequencies are presented in [3]. LoS blocking probability models were developed from a ray-tracing 

environment which can be used to add more realism to system-level simulations. System-level 

simulation results were presented using a newly developed very high frequencies channel model. The 

full details of the channel can be found in [2]. In the simulation setup, a low-latency dynamic TDD, 

device-to-device and self-backhauling compatible frame structure shown in Fig. A3.2-1 was assumed, 

where a 20 ms super frame is broken into 500 s subframes, which in turn contain 10 slots of length 

50 s. 

FIGURE A3.2-1 

An example of a dynamic TDD compatible frame structure assumed in the simulation 

 

At very high frequencies objects such as vehicles, trees, and people, will block the LoS signal from 

the radio node to the mobile if they are between the radio node and mobile. This blockage was 

modeled in [3] to reasonably assess the capacity gains as well as outage probabilities. Figure A3.2-2 

shows one block of the simulated environment which includes cars, trucks, sport-utility vehicles 

(SUVs), trees, people, and radio nodes. One hundred users are dropped along 3 m wide sidewalks 

which are on both the north and south sides of the street and the users are assumed to be walking east 

or west (randomly determined). The users hold the mobile 0.4 m in front of them and 1.5 m above 

the ground at shoulder height. The user is modeled as a 1.5 m high and 0.5 m wide cylinder topped 

with a head which is a 0.3 m high and 0.3 m wide cylinder. 
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20 ms superframe
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DataControl
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FIGURE A3.2-2 

Example ray-tracing environment for determining LoS probability. 

Green dots are users, cyan circles are trees, blue x’s are radio nodes, magenta rectangles are cars,  

blue rectangles are SUVs, and black rectangles are trucks 

 

Four different radio nodes layouts are considered as shown in Fig. A3.2-3 and Fig. A3.2-4 where all 

radio nodes are 5 m above the ground. In all cases the radio nodes have four sectors pointing north, 

east, south, and west. In layout A, there are radio nodes located at the southeast building corner in 

every intersection. Layout B has the same radio nodes locations as layout A but with an additional 

radio node in each intersection located at the northwest building corner in an intersection.  

The additional radio nodes give a second chance for a user to have a LoS link if the user is blocked 

to one of the radio nodes. In layout C an additional set of radio nodes over layout A are added in the 

middle of the blocks of the north-south running streets. In layout D, an additional set of radio nodes 

over layout C are added in the middle of the blocks of the east-west running streets. The radio nodes 

density is 75/km2 for layout A, 150/km2 for layouts B and C, and 187/km2 for layout D. 

FIGURE A3.2-3 

Radio node layouts A with a density of 75/km2 (left) and B with a density of 150/km2 (right). 

Radio nodes locations are marked with an x and the red area demarcates the data collection area 
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FIGURE A3.2-4 

Radio nodes layouts C with a density of 150/km2 (left) and D with a density of 187/km2 (right). 

Radio nodes locations are marked with an x and the red area demarcates the data collection area 

 

The general system-level parameters are given in Table A3.2-1. 

TABLE A3.2-1  

System simulation parameters 

Parameter Value 

Carrier frequency 72 GHz 

Bandwidth 2.0 GHz 

Traffic type Full buffer 

Radio node array 

4 sectors, each sector has two 4 × 4 RF arrays 

(one vertically polarized, one horizontally polarized) with 0.5 spacing 

in both dimensions 

Mobile antennas 
2 omni-directional antennas, one with vertical polarization, one with 

horizontal polarization 

Radio Node Tx power 30.8 dBm/sector (split between the two arrays in each sector) 

Maximum rank 2 (single-user MIMO only) 

Beamforming 
Eigen beamforming using the uplink signal to point Radio Node RF 

beams 

Modulation levels LTE MCS levels 

Channel estimation Ideal 

Scheduler Proportional fair 

HARQ None, but retransmissions are allowed 

 

The overall system-level results including average user throughput, cell-edge throughput (i.e. the 5% 

throughput point), and outage probability (as determined as the percent of users which do not obtain 

100 Mbit/s) is shown in Table A3.2-2. 
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TABLE A3.2-2 

Summary of system-level results 

Layout Radio 

node 

density 

Average user 

throughput 

Cell edge 

throughput 

Outage 

probability 

A (no 

foliage) 

75/km2 2.10 Gbit/s 18.3 Mbit/s 6.6% 

B (no 

foliage) 

150/km2 3.80 Gbit/s 456 Mbit/s 1.0% 

C (no 

foliage) 

150/km2 3.93 Gbit/s 375 Mbit/s 1.75% 

D (no 

foliage) 

187/km2 4.82 Gbit/s 707 Mbit/s 0.33% 

A (foliage) 75/km2 2.07 Gbit/s 0 Mbit/s 16.4% 

B (foliage) 150/km2 4.06 Gbit/s 222 Mbit/s 3.2% 

C (foliage) 150/km2 4.15 Gbit/s 173 Mbit/s 4.4% 

D (foliage) 187/km2 5.12 Gbit/s 552 Mbit/s 1.0% 

 

As can be seen, very high average user throughputs of between 2.07 Gbit/s to 5.12 Gbit/s are obtained 

in all layouts. The cell-edge throughput of layout A is 18.3 Mbit/s without foliage and 0 Mbit/s with 

foliage due to coverage holes deriving from inadequate radio node density, but when the radio node 

density is increased as in layouts B-D then the cell-edge throughputs are an impressive 173 to 

707 Mbit/s. 

The system simulation results show that low outage probability is possible with a high enough radio 

nodes density and that average mobile throughputs of up to 5.12 Gbit/s and cell edge rates of up to 

707 Mbit/s are possible. Also the results showed the impact of foliage on the system capacity where 

foliage helps average user throughput by decreasing the interference seen by strong links but hurts 

cell-edge throughput and coverage by creating more NLoS links. 

[1] A. Ghosh, et al., "Millimeter wave enhanced local area systems: A high data rate approach for future 

wireless networks," IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 32, no. 6, pp. 1152-

1163, June, 2014. 

[2] T. A. Thomas, et al., "3D mmWave Channel Model Proposal," in Proc. IEEE VTC-Fall/2014, 

Vancouver, Canada, September 14-17, 2014. 

[3] Timothy A. Thomas, Frederick W. Vook, “System Level Modeling and Performance of an Outdoor 

mmWave Local Area Access System”, IEEE PIMRC 2014, Washington, DC, USA, September 2-5, 

2014 

A3.3 System simulation results on 72 GHz – Example 2 

A3.3.1 Introduction 

This section contains evaluations of the performance of outdoor-deployed millimetric wave cells with 

different distributions at 72 GHz. Simulations have been performed and results are presented in terms 

of the propagation models at 72 GHz and the pre-defined beam patterns.  

The outline of Section A3.3 is as follows: § A3.3.2 introduces the channel model used, § A3.3.3 gives 

a description of the scenario and the system parameters, § A3.3.4 presents the simulation results, and 

finally, conclusions are given in § A3.3.5. 
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A3.3.2 Propagation models used in this study 

In order to simulate a heterogeneous structure as detailed in § A3.3.3, the pathloss model for 72 GHz 

used in this section is based on § A4.4. 

The fast fading model for 72 GHz band used in this section is the double-directional geometry-based 

stochastic model, which has been officially used for IMT-Advanced Self Evaluation Report [1], and 

this model is a system level model in the sense that is employed e.g. in the spatial channel model 

(SCM). The channel model parameters of urban micro cell scenario in Report ITU-R M.2135 are 

chosen for the evaluations in this section. For detailed parameters, refer to § 1.3.2 in Report ITU-R 

M.2135. 

A3.3.3 Simulation scenario and system parameters 

In this section, the capacity performance of outdoor-deployed millimetric wave cells is studied via 

system level simulations. A HetNet configuration is considered, where the macro cells are operating 

at 2 GHz band and pico millimetric wavecells operating at 72 GHz band. Macro stations are deployed 

to ensure network coverage, while pico stations are dedicated to high-data-rate communications at 

close distances between pico cells and UEs. The simulations are performed in the typical 3GPP 

HetNet scenarios. The system configuration largely follows the system simulation methodology in 

[2] at 2GHz band and some new features, in particular the 72 GHz pathloss characteristics and high 

antenna beamforming gain capabilities, are introduced for millimetric wave communications.  

FIGURE A3.3-1 

Simulation scenario 

 

In the simulation scenario, macro sites with intersite distance of 500 m are deployed and millimetric 

wavepico stations are uniformly distributed within each macro cell with minimum intersite distance 

of 90 m. Each macro station adopts 3 macro cells and each pico station adopts 6 pico cells. A one-tier 

wrap-around model is used for the network layout in the simulation where total 147 macro cells exist. 

Three cases with 1, 2 and 3 pico stations dropped uniformly within each macro cell are simulated. On 

average 20 UEs are randomly distributed within one pico cell with the minimum distance of 5 m 

between pico station and UE. All UEs are considered to be the outdoor UEs.  

The RSRP-based criterion is used for UE cell selection. According to the RSRP received from macro 

cells and pico cells, the cell with the maximum RSRP is selected as the UE serving cell. 

Directional antennas with high beamforming gains are a beneficial feature for millimetric wave 

communications. In our simulations, there are 32 × 32 antenna elements mounted on a 10 cm × 10 cm 
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plate for one pico cell, and the maximum beam gain is 34 dBi with about 4º beamwidth on both 

horizon and elevation planes. On UEs, for 72 GHz operation, uniform linear array of 64 antenna 

elements are mounted, and the maximum beam gain is 21 dBi. Considering the minimum distance 

between a pico station and UE and the minimum intersite distance of pico stations, the maximum 

elevation angle of the pico cell antenna is about 50º. Thus the 3D space covered by one pico cell can 

be separated into 195 beams. The 195 beam patterns are produced beforehand as a table list for 

system-level simulator to look up.  

More simulation parameters for pico cells are available in Table A3.3-1. 

TABLE A3.3-1 

Simulation parameters 

Parameters Value 

Carrier frequencies 72 GHz 

Downlink bandwidth 2.5 GHz 

ISD of pico stations 90 m 

Pico cells per pico station 6 

Pico stations per macro cell 1, 2, 3 

Height of pico station 10 m 

Height of UE 1.5 m 

Max. pico Tx power 22 dBm 

Pico antenna config. 32 × 32 

Channels per pico cell 4 

UE antenna config. 1 × 64 

Noise figure 11 dB 

Thermal noise level –174 dBm/Hz 

UE mobility speed 3 km/h 

Number of UEs  

per pico cell 
20 

Traffic model Full buffer 

Scheduling Proportional fairness 

 

A3.3.4 Simulation results 

The system-level simulations are carried out for the 72 GHz band and the corresponding results are 

shown in Fig. A3.3-2 and Table A3.3-2. The detailed system parameters have been listed in Table 

A3.3-1. In Fig. A3.3-2, “pico/cell” refers to the number of pico stations dropped per macro cell. In 

HetNet deployment, the proportion of UEs communicating with pico stations is also an essential 

factor in evaluating the overall system quality. Hence, the pico UE proportions in respective cases 

are provided in Table A3.3-2. 
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FIGURE A3.3-2 

Spectrum efficiency of systems with various pico densities 

 

TABLE A3.3-2 

Cell throughput comparison 

Pico density Throughput per macro 

cell 

Average area 

throughput 

Pico UEs/all UEs 

1 pico/cell 94.45 Gbit/s 1 308.16 Gbit/s /km2 58.26% 

2 pico/cell 212.95 Gbit/s 2 949.42 Gbit/s /km2 46.20% 

3 pico/cell 332.20 Gbit/s 4 601.07 Gbit/s /km2 41.13% 

 

Observed from Table A3.3-2, close to 95 Gbit/s average throughput per macro cell can be achieved 

in a single pico station case. The overall throughput enables the spectrum efficiency of an average 

pico cell to reach 6.3 bps/Hz. In terms of area throughput, the value becomes 1308.16 Gbit/s/km2. 

When increasing the pico density in each macro cell, the throughput ascends almost linearly with the 

number of pico stations. In case of 3 pico stations/macro cell, the throughput can reach as high as 

332.20 Gbit/s, with an area throughput up to 4601.07 Gbit/s/km2. Correspondingly, the spectrum 

efficiency in this case can rise above 7.1 bps/Hz, as depicted in Fig. A3.3-2. The reason is that the 

pico UE proportion reduces when pico density increases. A denser environment causes a lower 

coverage.  

References 

[1] “Spatial channel model for multiple input multiple output (MIMO) simulations,” Tech. Rep., 3GPP 

25.996. 

[2] 3GPP TR 36.814, v9.0.0, "Further advancements for E-UTRA physical layer aspects", March 2010. 
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A3.4 Performance comparison of millimetric overlay HetNet  

Following previous work such as those reported in [Ref A3.4-0], this section provides results of a 

system level simulator developed in MiWEBA project. Details of the developed system architecture, 

link level simulator of the access link between the base station and mobile terminal, parameters 

employed in the system level simulator, evaluation methods and factors showing the impact of the 

proposed millimetric wave Overlay HetNets can be found in MiWEBA Deliverable 4.1 11 . 

Preliminary systematic evaluation results are summarized below. 

A3.4.1 Full-buffer scenario 

A3.4.1.1 Examples of millimetric wave overlay HetNet deployment in two scenarios 

This Section compares performance of millimetric wave HetNet deployment in full-buffer model for 

two example scenarios. Assumptions for e.i.r.p. for the two scenarios are different, leading to denser 

millimetric wave small cell deployment for case 2 scenario under assumption of constant UE density. 

In order to achieve similar SNR for cell edge UEs, in the simulations small cell radius for case 2 

scenario is reduced by factor 2.5 in comparison with case 1 scenario, as illustrated in Fig. A3.4-1. 

FIGURE A3.4-1 

Deployment scenarios for case 1 and case 2 

 

A3.4.1.2 Deployment of millimetric wave small cells in the Macro LTE cell 

In practical deployments millimetric wave small cells are randomly dropped in hotspots inside of 

Macro Cell area (see Fig. A3.4-2). But for initial performance evaluation the following two extreme 

cases are considered: 

• “Isolated cell” – In this case small cells are dropped so rarely that interference between them 

can be neglected. The overlay millimetric wave network performance is estimated through 

simulating only one millimetric wave small cell. 

• “Dense hexagonal deployment” – In this opposite extreme case millimetric wave HetNet 

deployment has maximal density and therefore the maximal inter-cell interference is 

achieved. 

It should be noted that all other millimetric wave HetNet deployments will have performances 

between these two extreme cases. 

                                                 

11 Work Package 4.1 “Radio Resource Management for mm-wave Overlay HetNets” 

http://www.miweba.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/MiWEBA_D4-1_v10.pdf 

http://www.miweba.eu/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/MiWEBA_D4-1_v10.pdf
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FIGURE A3.4-2 

Deployment of millimetric wave HetNets in the Macro LTE cell 

 

A3.4.1.3 System level simulations results 

The overlay millimetric wave HetNets parameters used for simulations are presented in Table A3.4-1. 

The parameters hereafter marked by (JP) and (EU) are for case 2 and case 1 scenarios, respectively. 

TABLE A3.4-1 

Millimetric wave simulation parameters 

Parameters Assumption 

Deployment / Traffic load 
Isolated single cell, Dense hexagonal / 

Full-buffer 

Carrier frequency 60 GHz 

Bandwidth / Frequency reuse 2 GHz / 3 

Cell radius / Number of UEs per cell 20 m(JP), 50 m(EU) / 8(JP), 50(EU) 

BS/UE antenna height 4 m / 1.5 m 

Transmission scheme MU-MIMO 

Path loss model 
LOS, Free space+O2 absorption 

(15 dB/km)  

Link adaptation Outer loop target FER 10 % 

Scheduling Type Proportional-fair MU greedy scheduling 

BS antenna 

element 

Element gain/Front2Back 5 dBi/12 dB 

Horizontal/Vertical 

beamwidth 
80°/80° 

BS antenna array 
Configuration/TX power 

8 × 32 elements / 10 dBm(JP), 

22 dBm(EU) 

Array model Full adaptive antenna array 

UE antenna Single element, omni-directional 

 

 

Isolated cell Dense hexagonal deployment 

Two limiting cases of mm-wave Small Cell 

deployments. 
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The main simulation results in full-buffer scenario obtained using the developed system level 

simulation platform are presented in Table A3.4-2 and Fig. A3.4-3. 

TABLE A3.4-2  

Full-buffer simulation results 

Scenario Small cell BS 

throughput 

(Gbit/s) 

Avg. UE 

throughput  

(Mbit/s) 

Cell edge UE 

throughput 

(Mbit/s) 

Case 1 isolated cell 27.0 540 315 

Case 2 isolated cell 13.6 1 695 927 

Case 1 dense deployment 14.9 297 142 

Case 2 dense deployment 7.0 876 379 

FIGURE A3.4-3 

Full-buffer simulation results. a) BS throughput CDF; b) UE throughput CDF; c) Number of Ues  

in MU-MIMO; d) Ues SINR CDF 

 

The results presented in Table A3.4-2 show that densification of small cell BS in case 2 scenario by 

5-6 times in comparison with case 1 scenario leads to 3 times higher average and cell edge UE 

throughputs for given area. 
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From comparison of two extreme cases: Isolated Cell, Dense Hexagonal deployment (see CDF BS 

throughput curves on Fig. A3.4-3(a)) the maximal inter-cell interference impact could be estimated: 

6 Gbit/s in case 2 and about 12 Gbit/s in case 1 scenario. Therefore the implementation of modern 

interference mitigation schemes (e.g. CoMP, ICIC) may lead to substantial overlay millimetric wave 

system performance improvement (see for example [Ref A3.4-1]). More details about mmWave 

HetNet systems performance evaluations can be found in [Ref A3.4-2].  

A3.4.2 Non-full-buffer scenario 

Simulation execution parameters for the non-full-buffer scenario are shown in Table A3.4-3, noting 

that in order to alleviate the scheduler warming up effect, the first 100 ms results are discarded. 

In non-full-buffer scenario, Gamma and Poisson distributions are introduced to represent the traffic 

demand and traffic period of each user respectively.  

Then, average traffic demand and traffic period are set to 62 Mbyte and 8s respectively, which 

corresponds to 1 000 times larger value than that of current value 62 kbyte per instruction measured 

in 2013 [Ref A3.4-0]. 

TABLE A3.4-3 

Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Evaluation period 1 000 ms (discard first 100 ms results) 

Number of users 

(subscribers) per one 

macro cell 

2 000 

Number of smallcell BS 

per one macro cell 

50 

Average traffic demand 62 Mbyte 

Average traffic period 8 s 

 

The simulation results are summarized in Table A3.4-4. 

TABLE A3.4-4 

Simulation Results 

Network System rate Average user 

rate 

Cell edge 

(outage)  

user rate 

System rate 

gain 

HomoNet 121.46 Mbit/s 65.66 kbit/s 18.33 kbit/s  

HetNet 

(w/o MU-MIMO) 

117 010 Mbit/s 63.25 Mbit/s 58.72 kbit/s 963 

HetNet 

(w/ MU-MIMO) 

153 580 Mbit/s 83.02 Mbit/s 126 kbit/s 1 264 
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In this realistic non-full-buffer simulation, about 1 000 times gain was obtained by installing 

50 millimetric wave small cell BSs. By introducing MU-MIMO technology, a system rate gain of 

1 264 times can be achieved since many users can obtain ultra-high speed transmission 

simultaneously. Also MU-MIMO can improve both the average user throughput and the outage user 

rate. 
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Annex 4 

 

Details of propagation channel measurements and modelling 

A4.1 Description of a 10 and 18 GHz measurement campaign 

The path loss models at 10 and 18 GHz are derived from a measurement campaign in 6 different 

scenarios listed in Table A4.1-1. They represent a typical European urban with transmitter and 

receiver antenna well below roof-top. 

TABLE A4.1-1 

Scenarios for obtaining 10 and 18 GHz path loss models 

Scenario index Street LoS Range  NLoS Range  

Scenario 1 NJV/NOVI 10-50 m 20-120 m 

Scenario 2 Strandvej 10-80 m 20-90 m 

Scenario 3 Bredegade / Nørregade 10-30 m 20-270 m 

Scenario 4 Kennedy Arkaden 20-80 m 30-130 m 

Scenario 5 Friis 10-80 m 10-120 m 

Scenario 6 Salling 10-120 m 20-190 m 

 

The channel measurements are performed in narrow band mode, i.e. continuous wave (CW) 

transmission, and the received power is recorded with R&S TSMW Radio Network Analyzer. 

The same antenna is used at both frequency bands, and it is compensated to achieve ‘isotropic 

antenna’ conditions. Figure A4.1-1 illustrates the measurement setup. 
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Figure A4.1-1+1 illustrates one of the measurement routes in the Scenario 1 around an office building. 

The GPS locations are recorded during the measurement to calculate the 3D distance from transmitter 

antenna (7 m height) to the current receiver antenna location (1.85 m height). Using the marker (in 

red line), the LoS and NLoS condition of each location is identified visually during the measurements. 

The LoS and NLoS measurements points are then fitted separately to derive the path loss model with 

respect to a close-in reference distance (d0): 
 

  PL(d)[dB] = PL(d0) + 10nlog10(d/d0) + X0 
 

where PL(d0) is reference path loss calculated using free space path loss model, d and d0 are distance 

in meter, n is the path loss exponent and X0 is a zero mean Gaussian distributed random variable (dB) 

with standard deviation . Figures A4.1-1+2, A4.1-1+3, A4.1-1+4 and A4.1-1+5 show the 

measurement points and fitting curve for both LoS and NLoS condition, with the rms error after 

fitting. 

FIGURE A4.1-1 

Measurement setup 
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FIGURE A4.1-1+1 

One of the measurement routes 
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FIGURE A4.1-1+2 

LoS measurement points and fitting curve at 10 GHz 
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FIGURE A4.1-1+3 

NLoS measurement points and fitting curve at 10 GHz 
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FIGURE A4.1-1+4 

LoS measurement points and fitting curve at 18 GHz 
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FIGURE A4.1-1+5 

NLoS measurement points and fitting curve at 18 GHz 

 

A4.2 Outdoor NLoS channel measurement results 

Outdoor radio propagation  

In order to investigate the feasibility of millimetric wave bands, channel measurement campaigns 

were conducted in various outdoor environments. This section shows measurement results obtained 

at the Univ. of Texas, Austin; in the Manhattan, New York, dense urban area, and at Samsung 

Electronics, Suwon Campus, Korea. It was expected that, since building surface walls are highly 

reflective in these bands, a radio communication link can be provided even through multiple NLoS 

paths. The measurement results confirm such expectations.  

Campaign 1: University Campus (Univ. of Texas, Austin), 38 GHz [12] [13] 

The first measurements were carried out in the 38 GHz band at the Univ. of Texas, Austin, campus. 

In this campaign, the channel bandwidth was 750 MHz, transmission power (at the amplifier) was 

21 dBm, and horn antenna gain was 25 dBi for both transmitter and receiver.  

For the given environments, communication links between transmitter and receiver were successfully 

made with distances of up to 200 m. Note that even at many locations beyond 200 m, the link could 

be made. Pathloss exponents calculated from the beamforming-based measurements are 1.89~2.3 for 

LoS links, and 3.2~3.86 for NLoS links.  

Note that the subscript of ‘NLoS-all’ in the figure indicates a statistical value obtained from all NLoS 

results, while ‘NLoS-best’ represents the value obtained from the NLoS results only for the best 

matched Tx and Rx beams. We can see that radio propagation characteristics can be made more 

favourable by matching the best Tx and Rx beams. 
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FIGURE A4.2-1 

Left: Measurement sites in UT Austin campus, Right: Pathloss and RMS delay spread results 

 

 

 

Campaign 2: Dense Urban (New York, Manhattan), 28 GHz [14][15] 

The second step of measurements were carried out in the 28 GHz band in the Manhattan area. Channel 

bandwidth was 400 MHz, transmission power at the amplifier 30 dBm, and horn antenna gain was 

24.5 dBi for both transmitter and receiver. Since these measurement environments are dense urban 

where buildings have brick and concrete walls, received signals are lower than at the UT Austin 

campus. For these measurements, the derived pathloss exponents are 1.68 in LoS and 4.58 in NLoS 

links, for the case of the best Tx and Rx beam matching. 

FIGURE A4.2-2 

Left: Measurement sites in Manhattan, Right: Pathloss results 
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Campaign 3: Research Campus (Samsung Electronics, Suwon Campus), 28 GHz [16] 

The last measurements were performed in the 28 GHz band at the Samsung Complex, Suwon, Korea. 

Channel bandwidth was 500 MHz, transmission power at the amplifier was 18 dBm, and horn antenna 

gain was 24.4 dBi for both transmitter and receiver. These measurements show that the pathloss 

exponents are 2.39 for LOS conditions, and 4.0 for NLoS links with best matching of the Tx and Rx 

beams. 

FIGURE A4.2-3 

Left: Measurement sites of Samsung complex in Suwon, Korea, Right: Path loss exponent results 

  

The results obtained from the three measurement campaigns in the 28/38 GHz bands yielded pathloss 

exponents for NLoS links of between 3.2 and 4.58. This range is not much discrepant from that in the 

existing bands identified for IMT (i.e. 3.67~3.91) [17]. 

Lastly, we would like to note that rain attenuation will place natural limits on radio propagation in 

bands above 6 GHz. In case of even heavy rain with rate of 60mm/hour, rain attenuations for 

200 meter distance are only 2 dB and 3 dB in 27 GHz and 38 GHz, respectively [18] [19]. 

[12] Murdock, J.N., Ben-Dor, E., Yijun Qiao, Tamir, J.I., Rappaport, T.S, “A 38 GHz cellular outage study 

for an urban outdoor campus environment,”Wireless Communications and Networking Conference 

(WCNC), 2012 IEEE. 

[13] Rappaport, T.S., Ben-Dor, E., Murdock, J.N., Yijun Qiao, “38 GHz and 60 GHz angle-dependent 

propagation for cellular & peer-to-peer wireless communications,” International Conference 

onCommunications (ICC), 2012 IEEE. 

[14] Y. Azar, G. N. Wong, T. S. Rappaport, et al,“28 GHz Propagation Measurements for Outdoor Cellular 

Communications Using Steerable Beam Antennas in New York City,”submitted to IEEE 

International Conference on Communications (ICC), 2013. Jun. 

[15] H. Zhao, R. Mayzus, T. S. Rappaport, et al, “28 GHz Millimeter Wave CellularCommunication 

Measurements for Reflection and Penetration Loss in and around Buildings in New York City,” 

submitted to IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC), 2013. Jun. 

[16] RWS-120021, 3GPP Workshop, Jun, 2012. 

[17] ITU-R M.2135, “Guidelines for evaluation of radio interface technologies for IMT-Advanced”. 

[18] Tom Rosa, "Multi-gigabit, MMW Point-to-point Radios: Propagation Considerations and Case 

Studies," Microwave Journal, August 8, 2007. 

[19] ITU-R P.838-3, "Specific attenuation model for rain for use in prediction methods", 2005. 
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A4.3 Measurements and quasi-deterministic approach to channel modelling at 60 GHz 

A4.3.1 Introduction 

Here, a quasi-deterministic (Q-D) approach for modelling outdoor and indoor millimetric 

wavechannels (Section III) is presented12. The 60 GHz band is exactly in the middle of the millimetric 

wave frequency range of 30-90 GHz and the measurement results may be extrapolated in both 

directions. The street canyon measurement campaign was performed with omnidirectional antennas 

in combination with supporting ray-tracing simulations. The feasibility of millimetric wavesmall cell 

has been shown, but at the same time, the high time variance of the propagation channel caused by 

movements of the UE and neighbouring objects has been discovered. The second measurement 

campaign was performed using directional and highly directional antennas on a university campus 

environment. The effects of ground reflection and scattering were investigated; the cross-polarization 

discrimination coefficients were estimated. An additional study was carried out to analyze the impact 

of UE movement on the channel transfer function. 

As a result, the new Q-D approach has been developed for modelling outdoor channels at 60 GHz. 

This methodology is based on the representation of the millimetric wave channel impulse response 

by a few quasi-deterministic strong rays (D-rays) and a certain number of relatively weak random 

rays (R-rays). 

Following the proposed Q-D modelling methodology, the channel models for open area (university 

campus), street canyon and hotel lobby scenarios have been developed. The appropriate model 

parameters for access links were selected on the base of experimental measurements and ray tracing 

simulations. The versatility of the Q-D methodology allows extending the developed channel model 

to other usage cases with the same environment geometries like Device-to-Device (D2D) and street-

level backhaul links. The explicit introduction of the deterministic (D-rays) and random (R-rays) 

within the Q-D channel modelling approach have allowed the proper description of the real dynamic 

outdoor environment with taking into account the mobility and blockage effects. 

There is increasing interest in using millimetric wavebands for next-generation mobile wireless 

networks [1], [2]. The development of new communication systems and standards requires adequate 

millimetric wavechannel models applicable to multiple usage cases and a wide frequency range from 

30 GHz up to 90 GHz. However, despite a number of experimental measurement campaigns and 

results ([3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]), there are few millimetric wavechannel models available. 

One of the released millimetric wave channel models ([11], [12]) was developed for the IEEE 

802.11ad standard in the 60 GHz band (57-64 GHz) [13]. It is based on experimental measurements 

and ray-tracing studies and focused on a limited number of indoor scenarios with site-specific 

parameterization. The most recent METIS 2020 intermediate deliverable D1.2 [14] suggests 

exploiting different channel modelling approaches including both stochastic (generic) and map-based 

(site-specific) models with parameterization from measurement results. 

Signal propagation in the bands lower than 6 GHz is rather well studied; a number of accurate and 

realistic modelling approaches exist as basis for both link and system level evaluations. 

The millimetric waveband needs to be thoroughly investigated for wireless communication, since the 

about 10x increase of carrier frequency leads to qualitative changes of the propagation properties.  

Firstly, the short wavelength results in a significantly higher propagation loss according to Friis’ 

equation. To support high-gain antennas, the channel model shall take into account spatial (angular) 

                                                 

12 This approach was developed in the framework of the FP7 MiWEBA project (MiWEBA Project homepage 

http://www.miweba.eu/project.html (FP7-ICT-2013-EU-Japan, project number: 608637), 2013) on the 

basis of two independent experimental measurement campaigns at 60 GHz. The project deliverable 

document D5.1 is available online (MiWEBA project deliverable D5.1, 2014). 
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coordinates of the channel rays at TX and RX and also support the entire spectrum of antenna 

technologies, from RF beamsteering to baseband MIMO processing. 

Secondly, as confirmed by a number of works [11], [15], [16], [17], the 60 GHz propagation channel 

has a quasi-optical nature. The fraction of power arriving at the receiver due to diffraction and 

transmission through objects is practically not usable. Most of the transmission power is propagated 

between the transmitter and the receiver through the LoS and a few low-order reflected paths. To 

establish a communication link, steerable highly-directional antennas have to be used, pointing along 

the LoS path (if available) or one of the reflected paths. An additional consequence of the quasi-

optical propagation nature is that the channel model should be fully 3-dimensional, taking into 

account signal propagation in a real environment. For example, map-based ray tracing can be an 

effective means for prediction of spatial and temporal properties of the channel paths and may be 

used to assist the channel modelling. 

Thirdly, it should be noted that with ideal reflections, each propagation path would include only a 

single ray. However, as demonstrated by experimental investigations [18], [19], [20] each reflected 

path actually may consist of a number of rays closely spaced to each other in the time and angular 

domains due to roughness and structure of the reflecting surfaces. Hence, the clustering approach is 

directly applicable to channel models for millimetric waveindoor and outdoor systems with each 

cluster of the model corresponding to the LoS or a few reflected paths. 

Fourthly, another important aspect of millimetric wave propagation is polarization. As demonstrated 

by experimental studies with millimetric wave prototypes [21], the power degradation due to 

polarization mismatch between the antennas and depolarization caused by the channel can be as high 

as 10-20 dB.  

Thus, a proper 3D channel model for millimetric wave bands requires in particular an accurate 

representation of space-time characteristics of the propagation channel (basic requirement) for main 

usage models of interest; beam forming with steerable directional antennas support at TX and RX 

without limitation on the antenna technology; inclusion of polarization characteristics of antennas 

and signals, and support of non-stationary characteristics of the propagation channel in mobile 

environments. 

State-of-the-art mobile communications channel models describe path loss (PL) and spatial channel 

characteristics separately, typically comprised of the clustered channel impulse responses (CIRs) and 

angular spread statistics. Latest works on millimetric wave channel models also follow such approach 

[17], [22], [23] and apply different cluster analysis techniques to the experimental data. Such 

approaches work very well for bands below 6 GHz, where a great number of reflected, refracted and 

diffracted rays are observed. However, this is no longer valid for millimetric wave with their quasi-

optical behaviour. Additionally, for long distances (e.g. about 20-50 m), the PL specifics of 

millimetric wave signals lead to a strong attenuation of distant reflections and dominance of rays 

close to LoS path. Also, new approaches to characterize channel mobility, Doppler and blockage 

effects are needed, as well as new experimental measurements focused on the characterization of 

those parameters. Moreover, the dynamic nature of the busy outdoor environment leads to partial or 

full path blockage, which should be properly simulated. The blockage models were developed for the 

indoor cases [24], but rich dynamic outdoor environment with lots of cars and buses, pedestrians and 

cyclists may require new approaches for channel measurements and measurement data processing.  
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A.4.3.2 A novel methodology for experimental measurements in the 60 GHz band 

This section describes a novel methodology for experimental measurements in the 60 GHz band. The 

novelty consists in exploiting two antenna types, omnidirectional and directional at both the TX and 

RX to gather experimental results. Omnidirectional antennas are used primarily for long-term 

millimetric wave channel measurements in a number of static environments with stationary TX and 

RX positions at a fixed distance, and multiple dynamic environments with a moving RX and a 

stationary TX. The experimental setup and traditional interpretation of the measurement results in 

more detail can be found in [25], [26], [27]. 

In previous work, [14], [15], [28], [29] the results of similar measurements were traditionally used to 

evaluate the propagation path loss exponents and channel power delay profiles. In the present work, 

we use the measurement results to justify and validate the proposed Q-D approach to channel 

modelling. For that purpose, directional antennas are also used in broadband millimetric wavechannel 

measurements for the detailed investigation of fast short-term channel fading effects. 

a) Experimental measurements with omnidirectional antennas 

A complex urban outdoor street canyon access scenario, see schematic top view in Fig. A4.3-1, was 

selected for the measurements with omnidirectional antennas. The measurement campaign was 

carried out in the Potsdamer Straße in Berlin, Germany. As can be seen, this scenario is a typical 

street canyon with modern buildings on both sides, multiple car lanes separated by a pedestrian 

walkway, medium-sized trees and street furniture such as lampposts, bus stops, bicycle stands and 

seats placed on the sidewalks. 

FIGURE A4.3-1 

Street canyon experimental measurements site 

 

The TX antenna was mounted at a height of 3.5 m to represent a typical small cell base station being 

added to existing lampposts. The RX was mounted on a mobile cart with an antenna height of 1.5 m, 

modelling the user equipment (UE). Multiple static measurements were performed for stationary TX 

and RX positions separated by 25 m. Mobile measurements were conducted as well, where the RX 

was moved at a constant speed along the sidewalk up to a distance of 50 m to each side of the 

stationary TX.  

The channel sounder used in the measurement campaign is based on a self-developed FPGA platform 

and has the key parameters listed in the Table. The primary output of the sounder is a channel impulse 

response (CIR) for each measurement snapshot taken every 800 µs. 

Potsdamer Straße

51.5 m

TX positions

RX tracks

50.0 m 50.0 m 50.0 m 50.0 m

50.0 m
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TABLE A4.3-1 

Measurement system parameters 

Parameter 
Omnidirectional 

measurements 

Directional 

measurements 

Frequency 60 GHz 60 GHz 

Bandwidth 250 MHz 800 MHz 

Output power 15 dBm 2.4 dBm 

Antenna gain 
TX: 2 dBi, 

RX:2 dBi 

TX: 19.8, 34.5 dBi 

RX: 12.3 dBi 

Antenna pattern 
TX:omnidirectional 

RX:omnidirectional 

TX:HPBW = 18/14, 3 

RX: HPBW = 30 

 

During the static measurements, 62,500 of those snapshots were obtained for each given position of 

the TX and RX pair, resulting in a single trial observation time of 50 s. Overall, 20 different static 

positions have been measured and the corresponding data set comprises 1.25 million CIRs. 

The measured channel impulse responses were processed by a simple threshold peak detection 

algorithm: 

A point in the PDP P(tk) is identified as peak if: 

  P(tk-1) < P(tk) > P(tk+1) and 

  P(tk) >estimated noise level + 10 dB 

The peaks corresponding to the strongest rays or multipath components (MPCs) resolved by the 

sounder are shown in Fig. A4.3-2. 

The ray delay vs. observation time bitmap is shown in Fig. A4.3-3, where the 

appearances/disappearances of the identified strongest rays are indicated for the whole observation 

time of 50 s. 

FIGURE A4.3-2 

Single channel snapshot with identified peaks 
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FIGURE A4.3-3 

Ray delays vs. observation time bitmap 

 

It is worth noting that in every measurement the LoS ray arrives at 83 ns representing the delay caused 

by the 25 m separation between TX and RX. It can also be seen from Fig. A4.3-4 that there are other 

very stable rays. Those rays can be associated with the reflections from large static objects such as 

building walls and bus stop pavilions. At the same time, some rays are randomly appearing and 

disappearing due to small power and/or blockage. Those rays can be associated with the reflections 

from faraway objects and closely located elements of the dynamic street environment. 

For the mobile measurements with the moving RX, a number of 40 measurement series with 

62,500 snapshots each were done. Hence, the corresponding data set comprises 2.5 million CIRs. 

Since the RX was moved over 25 m during each run, a fine spatial sampling (0.4 mm spacing) over 

the whole section of the street canyon has been achieved. 

Based on the gathered experimental data we have selected a simple two-ray channel model, taking 

into account only the direct ray and first (ground) reflected ray, for the initial approximation of the 

propagation channel. For example, Fig. A4.3-4 depicts the experimental measurement results versus 

a two-ray channel model approximation. From this data it can be seen that even this simple model is 

in good coincidence with experimental data. It should be noted that at distances of more than 25 m 

the ground-reflected ray is almost as strong as the direct ray due to sliding incidence with respect to 

the street surface. The interference between the two rays produces the large fading gaps observed in 

Fig. A4.3-4. Moreover, the fading depth can be used for a rough estimation of the reflection loss. 
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FIGURE A4.3-4 

Street canyon experimental measurement results versus two-ray model results  

for the same parameters 

 

b) Broadband experimental measurements with directional antennas 

The outdoor open-space area of the University of Nizhny Novgorod (UNN) was used to study the 

effect of fast fading in the broadband millimetric wave channel. A general view of the experimental 

scenario is shown in Fig. A4.3-5 and its schematic illustration is given in Fig. A4.3-6. The TX antenna 

was mounted on the vestibule roof of the university main campus building at the fixed height H1 = 

6.2 m. The RX was mounted on a moving platform with adjustable antenna height H2. 

For the experimental data acquisition and processing, a specially designed measurement platform was 

used with the key technical parameters listed in Table A4.3-I. Depending on the distance L0 the TX 

was equipped with antennas of different gain, e.g. the rectangular horn antenna 14  18 mm2 with 

19.8 dBi gain for distances less than 35 m or the highly directive lens antenna with large aperture 

(100 mm) and 34.5 dBi gain for greater distances. The RX was equipped with a round horn antenna 

with the diameter d = 14 mm and 12.3 dBi gain. 

FIGURE A4.3-5 

General view of the experimental scenario for measurements with 

directional antennas at both TX and RX side 

 

For a detailed investigation of fast-fading effects in the broadband (800 MHz) millimetric 

wavechannel caused by the motion of mobile users, we have minimized the impact of antenna 

patterns. To achieve that, the TX and RX antenna patterns had an initial orientation in 3D space as 

illustrated in Fig. A4.3-6 to provide equal gains for the direct and ground-reflected rays. 
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That configuration allowed keeping almost constant amplitudes of the direct and ground-reflected 

rays during the motion of the receiver. All other propagation paths caused by reflections from 

surrounding objects were more than 15-20 dB lower than these two strongest quasi-deterministic rays. 

FIGURE A4.3-6 

Schematic illustration of the experimental scenario for measurements 

with directional antennas at both TX and RX side 

 

An example of the measured channel impulse response is presented in Fig. A4.3-7. Two clearly 

distinguishable peaks in the CIR correspond to the LoS and the ground-reflected component. They are 

separated by 2.5 ns. The power difference between those two peaks is approximately equal to the 

ground reflection coefficient (–6 dB). This is in line with the given scenario geometry where L0 = 

30.6 m and H2 = 1.34 m. It should be stressed that the peaks were resolved for all other measured 

distances (20-50 m) because the sounding signal bandwidth used in those experiments was equal to 

800 MHz, which provided a time resolution of up to 1.25 ns. 

FIGURE A4.3-7 

Channel impulse response, L0 = 30.6 m 

 

The corresponding measured channel transfer function (CTF) in frequency domain is illustrated in 

Fig. A4.3-8. For comparison, the result of the two-ray channel model approximation 

(the superposition of the direct LoS and ground-reflected ray), is also depicted. It can be seen that this 

simple model is in a good accordance with the experimental measurements with directional antennas. 
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FIGURE A4.3-8 

Channel transfer function, L0 = 30.6 m 

 

During the measurements with directional antennas, the dependence of the CTF on the RX vertical 

and horizontal motion was investigated for the distance L0 = 30.6 m. In Fig. A4.3-9, for example, the 

CTF of 800 MHz bandwidth is presented when the RX height changes from 1.34 m to 1.5 m. 

FIGURE A4.3-9 

Dependence of the channel transfer function on the RX height H2, H-H, L0 = 30.6 m 

 

In these experiments the Horizontal-to-Horizontal (H-H) antenna polarization configuration was 

used. The measurements for other polarization configurations were also carried out to evaluate the 

cross-polarization ratio (XPR), which was discovered to be less than −25 dB. However, the use of the 

H-H configuration allowed us to exclude additional effects associated with the Brewster angle. As 

can be observed from Fig. A4.3-9, the channel shows a high frequency selectivity in 800 MHz 

bandwidth. But the most important outcome of these results is the very fast variation of the millimetric 

wavechannel when the RX height is changing. Moving the RX in the vertical direction by only 2-

3 cm produces significant variations of the channel. Similar, but a bit smoother variations of the CTF 

were observed for horizontal RX movements. 

Note, that due to wider bandwidth of the signal, strong fading of the total signal power like in the 

results for 250 MHz bandwidth is not observed. 
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Broadband experimental measurements with directional antennas have revealed the fine structure of 

the millimetric wave channel in the outdoor open-area environment. It can be concluded that a typical, 

i.e. moderately directional, mobile user antenna will receive two rays (the direct LoS ray and the 

ground-reflected ray) with rather small time delay (2.5 ns for 30 m). The interference of those two 

quasi-deterministic rays explains the fast fading effects observed in the experiments with 

omnidirectional antennas from the previous subsection and should be explicitly addressed in the 

channel modelling methodology. 

A4.3.3 Novel quasi-deterministic channel model methodology 

a) General structure of the channel model 

In the IEEE 802.11ad channel modelling document (Maltsev, et al., 2010) the generalized description 

of channel impulse response is given by:  

  ℎ(𝑡, φ𝑡𝑥, θ𝑡𝑥 , φ𝑟𝑥 , θ𝑟𝑥) = ∑ 𝐴(𝑖)
𝑖 𝐶(𝑖)(𝑡– 𝑇(𝑖), φ𝑡𝑥 –F𝑡𝑥

(𝑖)
, θ𝑡𝑥–Q𝑡𝑥

(𝑖)
, φ𝑟𝑥–F𝑟𝑥

(𝑖), θ𝑟𝑥–Q𝑟𝑥
(𝑖)

 

𝐶(𝑖)(𝑡, φ𝑡𝑥, θ𝑡𝑥 , φ𝑟𝑥, θ𝑟𝑥) = ∑ α(𝑖,𝑘)δ

𝑘

(𝑡– τ(𝑖,𝑘))δ(φ𝑡𝑥– φ𝑡𝑥
(𝑖,𝑘)

)δ(θ𝑡𝑥– θ𝑡𝑥
(𝑖,𝑘)

)δ(φ𝑟𝑥– φ𝑟𝑥
(𝑖,𝑘)

)δ(θ𝑟𝑥– θ𝑟𝑥
(𝑖,𝑘)

) 

where: 

 h : generated channel impulse response. 

 t, tx, tx, rx, rx : time, azimuth and elevation angles at the transmitter and receiver, 

respectively. 

 A(i)and C(i) : gain and the channel impulse response for the i-th cluster, 

respectively. 

 (∙) : Dirac delta function. 

 T(i), Ftx
(i), Qtx

(i), Frx
(i), Qrx

(i) : time-angular coordinates of the i-th cluster. 

 (i,k) : amplitude of the k-th ray of the i-th cluster  

(i,k), tx
(i,k), tx

(i,k), rx
(i,k), rx

(i,k) : relative time-angular coordinates of k-th ray of the i-th cluster. 

Hence the channel can be explicitly described by a set of rays and its parameters: ray powers and 

delays, angles of arrival and departure. This channel model may be also expanded to take into account 

polarization properties, see [11], [21]. Defining those parameters is required for channel model 

implementation. 

b) Quasi-Deterministic (Q-D) channel modelling 

To provide an adequate representation of the channel, the methodology of Quasi-Deterministic (Q-D) 

modelling is proposed. Under this approach, for each propagation scenario, the strongest propagation 

paths (rays which produce the substantial part of the received useful signal power) are determined 

first, and their contribution to the overall channel is calculated based on the geometry of the 

deployment and the locations of the base stations (BS) and the user equipment (UE) in a deterministic 

manner. Signal power delivered over each of the rays is calculated in accordance to theoretical 

formulas taking into account free space losses, reflections, polarization properties and UE mobility 

effects, i.e. Doppler frequency shift and user displacement. 

Some of the parameters in these calculations may be considered as random values (e.g. reflection 

coefficients) or even as random processes (e.g. UE motion). It should be noted, that the number of 

such quasi-deterministic rays (D-rays), which should be taken into account, depends on the 

considered scenario. In this respect, for outdoor open space scenarios it has been shown, that signal 

propagation properties are mostly determined by two D-rays – the LoS ray and the ground-reflected 

ray. From the measurements and the ray tracing modelling we can see that for the outdoor street 

canyon scenario, the propagation is determined mostly by 4 D-rays: the LoS, the ground-reflected 
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ray, the one reflected from the nearest wall and the one reflected from the ground and the nearest 

wall. For the hotel lobby (indoor access large public area) scenario more D-rays need to be modelled. 

For this scenario it is proposed to consider all rays with up to second order reflections as D-rays (in 

similar way as was adopted in the IEEE 802.11ad evaluation methodology for all considered indoor 

scenarios. 

In real environments, numerous reflected waves arrive at the receiver from different directions in 

addition to the strong D-rays. For example, there are cars, trees, lampposts, benches, far big reflectors 

as houses, etc. All these rays are considered in the Q-D channel models as secondary random rays 

(R-rays) and are described as random clusters with specified statistical parameters extracted from 

available experimental data or more detailed ray tracing modelling.  

The general time-domain structure of the Q-D model channel impulse response is shown in 

Fig. A4.3-10. 

FIGURE A4.3-10 

Channel impulse response structure 

 

c) Effects of polarization 

1) Polarization for D-rays 

Following the proposed channel modelling methodology, all properties of the quasi-deterministic D-

rays are explicitly calculated. The polarization matrix H contains all polarization information of the 

ray and is calculated on the basis of the reflections defined from the scenario geometry. 

For the intra-cluster rays with the main D-ray, the polarization matrix is the same as for the main ray. 

2) Polarization for R-rays 

Random rays (R-rays) are defined by the power-delay profile and angular characteristics and are 

generated with regard to reproducing pre-defined probability distributions of these parameters. R-rays 

model far-away reflections and reflections from various random objects in the area. Most of the 

random rays may be considered as second (or higher) order reflections with corresponding 

polarization statistics. The channel polarization matrix distribution for second-order rays was 

investigated in [4] and corresponding distribution approximations were proposed. For simplicity, the 

distributions of the polarization matrix H components for weak R-rays are approximated as uniform 

in the interval [–1; 1] for diagonal elements, while the statistical distributions of the cross-coupling 
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components H12 and H21 are approximated by random variables, uniformly distributed in the interval 

(–0.1, 0.1) [21]. 

For the intra-cluster rays with the main random ray, the polarization matrix is the same as for the 

main R-ray. 

A4.3.4 Blockage modelling 

In all environment scenarios considered in the MiWEBA project, the signal propagation paths are 

subject to blockage – by humans or vehicles interrupting the rays with static positions of the AP and 

UE, or by the UE movement in the areas where some rays are shadowed. The necessity of 

incorporating blockage in the 3D channel model is proven by experimental measurements. Another 

effect that should be considered is the appearance of new rays for a short time – for example 

reflections from passing vehicles, persons, and smaller objects the mobile RX is passing.  

These effects were observed in the measurement results with omnidirectional antennas: Fig. A4.3-13 

shows the ray bitmap for a measurement position close to the building walls. The nearest wall 

reflected rays can be identified close to LoS component (see Fig. A4.3-10). Figure A4.3-11 shows 

the ray bitmap for a measurement position in the middle of boulevard, far from walls, with lanes on 

the both sides. 

FIGURE A4.3-11 

Ray bitmap for middle-street measurement position 

 

It can be seen that some steady rays in this case are interrupted due to blockage events. The blockage 

events can be observed also in the signal power graph (Fig. A4.3-12). 

The percentage of the “ray activity” may be estimated from the ray bitmaps. Assuming ergodic 

properties of the blockage random process, the percentage of activity in time may be used as 

estimation of the blockage probability in the statistical ensemble. Figure A4.3-12 shows the bar chart 

of ray activity for the street canyon measurement scenario (near-wall position). 

Figure A4.3-12 allows the classification of the rays with regard to the Q-D channel modelling ray 

categories:  

− The rays with activity percentage above 80% are the D-rays: strong and always present, until 

blocked.  

− The rays with activity percentage 30-80% are the R-rays: the reflections from far-away static 

objects, weaker and more susceptible to blockage due to longer travel distance. 
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− The rays with activity percentage below 30% are the R-rays of another type: the reflection 

from random moving objects (usually cars and buses), so called “flashing” rays, or F-rays. 

Such rays are not “blocked”, they actually “appear”.  

FIGUREA 4.3-11 

Ray blockage events in the experimental measurements 

 

FIGURE A4.3-12 

Ray appearance probability for street canyon measurements (near-wall position) 

 

Figure A4.3-14 illustrates the mechanism of the ray blockage and ray appearance. Following the 

picture, the average duration of blockage and the duration of flashing reflections may be easily 

estimated: 

Tblockage ~ 0.5 m (human diameter) / 1 m/s (average speed) ~ 0.5-1 s 

Tflash ~ 4.5 m (car length) / 15 m/s (average speed) ~ 0.2-0.3 s 

The analysis of the experimental data in ray diagrams Fig. A4.3-12 and Fig. A4.3-11 gives 

approximately the same values. 
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The average service period (SP, the duration of data and control frames) of the millimetric wave 

communication systems is equal to 1-3 ms (IEEE 802.11ad). This means that for the single blockage 

or flashing event period thousands service periods and tens of thousands frames will pass.  

System level simulations rarely include more than thousand frames, so that blockage and appearance 

may be modelled as static random events, instead of dynamic stochastic process. The blockage 

parameters derived from the analysis are summarized in Table A4.3.4-I. During system level 

simulations the blockage state can be determined once per channel snapshot and retained over time. 

FIGURE A4.3-13 

Ray blockage and random ray appearance illustration 

 

For VoIP and video streaming simulations, which require analysis of longer time periods, the 

blockage events may be introduced as Poisson process with corresponding parameters shown in Table 

A4.3.4-II. 

TABLE A4.3.4-I 

Blockage parameters for system level simulation 

Parameter Value 

D-ray blockage probability, PD 0.03 

R-ray blockage probability, PR 0.3 

*F-ray appearance probability, PF 0.2 

TABLE A4.3.4-II 

Blockage parameters for VoIP and video streaming simulations 

Parameter Value 

D-ray blockage rate ,D 0.05 s–1 

R-ray blockage rate ,R 0.3 s–1 

D-ray and R-ray blockage duration, T 1 s 

*F-ray appearance rate,F 0.2 s–1 

*F--ray appearance duration, TF 0.25 s 

 

It should be noted that for the considered outdoor scenarios (open area and street canyon) we have 

developed channel models on the base of static reflections only (D-rays and R-rays). The parameter 

estimation of F-rays requires additional investigations and may be used in relation to special studies, 

which specifically focus on vehicle/human traffic model. 

V = 15 m/s
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A4.3.5 Mobility effects 

In the Q-D channel model mobility effects are described by introducing a velocity vector for each UE 

(see Fig. A4.3-14). Then, for each ray (D-ray or R-ray) the phase rotation may be simply calculated 

in accordance with the next expressions:  

the phase rotation for the i-th ray caused by Doppler frequency shifts is defined as 

  ∆φ𝑖(𝑡) = 2π𝑓𝑖
𝐷𝑡 

where  is the Doppler frequency shift of the i-th ray. Its values can be calculated as 

  𝑓𝑖
𝐷 = (�⃗�, 𝑟𝑖) 𝐹𝑐 𝑐⁄  

where  is the vector of RX motion and  is the direction of the i-th ray arrival. The vector  can 

be decomposed as  

  �⃗� = 𝜐𝑥𝑖 + 𝜐𝑦𝑗 + 𝜐𝑧 �⃗⃗� 

It is assumed that the horizontal components of  are normally distributed random values with 

appropriate mean and standard deviation 

, . 

The vertical component of  is defined as 

, 

Where z(t) is a vertical UE displacement modelled as stationary Gaussian random process with a 

correlation function equal to  

. 

For this vertical motion correlation function the one-side power spectral density function of  can 

be calculated as 

. 

FIGURE A4.3-14 

Model for mobility effects in 3D channel model 
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A4.3.6 Street canyon millimetric wave 3D channel model example 

The street canyon (outdoor access ultra-high-rate hot-spots) channel model represents a typical urban 

scenario: a city street with pedestrian sidewalks along long high-rise buildings. The access link 

between the APs on the lampposts and the UEs carried by persons is modelled in this scenario. The 

parameters of the model are summarized in TABLE A4.3.6-III.  

The ray tracing analysis of the street canyon environment allows defining the most significant rays, 

which should be treated as D-rays. These are, in addition to the LoS ray, the ground reflected ray, and 

the nearest wall reflected ray and the wall-ground ray. It was shown from the experimental data and 

ray tracing simulation that those three NLoS rays contain more than 90% of the total NLoS ray power 

for all typical cases. 

TABLE A4.3.6-III 

Street canyon (outdoor access ultra-high-rate hot-spots) model parameters 

Parameter Value 

AP height, Htx 6 m 

UE height, Hrx 1.5m 

AP distance from nearest wall, Dtx 4.5 m 

Sidewalk width 6 m 

Street width 16 m 

Street length 100 m 

AP-AP distance, same side 100 m 

AP-AP distance, different sides 50 m 

Street and sidewalk material asphalt 

Street and sidewalk r 4 + 0.2j 

Street and sidewalk roughness σg 

(standard deviation) 
0.2 mm 

Building wall material concrete 

Building wall r 6.25 + 0.3j 

Building wall roughness σw 

(standard deviation) 
0.5 mm 

 

Table A4.3.6-III defines the scenario geometry and reflecting surface parameters, which can be used 

for a full description of the D-rays: the path distance, the AoA and AoD (calculated by using method 

of images), the ray power (obtained by using the path loss formula, Fresnel equations, and the formula 

that describes the losses from the rough surface): 
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The random ray temporal parameters are derived from the street canyon measurements with 

omnidirectional antennas, the distribution of angles is obtained from the ray tracing analysis. 

The parameters are summarized in Table A4.3.6-IV. 

TABLE A4.3.6-IV 

Street canyon (outdoor access ultra-high-rate hot-spots) model random ray parameters 

Parameter Value 

Number of clusters, Ncluster 5 

Cluster arrival rate, λc 0.03 ns–1 

Cluster power-decay constant, γ 20 ns 

Ray K-factor 10 dB 

AoA 
Elevation: U[-20:20˚] 

Azimuth: U[-180:180˚] 

AoD 
Elevation: U[-20:20˚] 

Azimuth: U[-180:180˚] 

 

The sub-rays within a ray cluster are also modelled as Poisson process with an exponentially decaying 

power-delay profile. The parameters are specified in Table A4.3.6-V. The intra-cluster rays are added 

to the D-rays and R-rays in the same way. 

TABLE A4.3.6-V 

Street canyon model intra-cluster parameters 

Parameter Value 

Post-cursor rays K-factor, K 
6 dB for LoS ray 

4 dB for NLoS rays 

Number of post-cursor rays, N 4 

Post-cursor rays power decay time, 4.5 ns 

Post-cursor arrival rate, 0.31 ns-1 

Post-cursor rays amplitude distribution Rayleigh 

AoA and AoD distribution N(0,5˚) around main ray 

 

A4.3.7 Multipath modelling extension to outdoor for Hot Spots 

The multipath modelling resorts from a multi-cluster approach as adopted in IEEE802.11 ad standards 

where intra-cluster modelling is carried out separately from inter-cluster modelling. Intra cluster 

modelling use indoor reference models as a first step and inter-cluster modelling resorts from 

dedicated experimental measurements performed in outdoor scenarios. 

Indoor reference models utilizing a very large channel sounding bandwidth up to 1-2 GHz to benefit 

from high resolution path will be used to model intra-cluster behaviour of the 60 GHz propagation 

multi-cluster model as well as the CEPD (Canal Enregistré de Propagation) model derived from 

multi-rate theory and statistical analysis of measurements [38]. Several intra-cluster models are 

derived from different indoor scenarios defined in the IEEE802.11.ad standard and dedicated 

scenarios. 
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Inter-cluster modelling use outdoor multipath channel restricted to a channel sounding bandwidth 

size up to 250 MHz, ensuring multi-cluster resolution adjusted to 4 ns. Frequency sweeping 

techniques are used to evaluate the channel. 

The multi-cluster model may then expressed in an analytical way, considering the combination of 

several Poisson distribution laws describing the time of arrival of echoes within different clusters and 

the time of arrival of clusters independently. This model will be built upon Kannan’s model 

assumptions (Fig. A4.3-16), using measurements and CEPD modelling results [40]. 

FIGURE A4.3-16 

Multi-cluster model based on multi-Poisson distribution 

 

Another aspect to consider in the multipath propagation modelling is related to antenna alignment 

mismatch. When the environment is time-variant, models using the CEPD model and the Smulder’s 

approach may be built following dedicated measurements and Smulder’s model adaptation as 

illustrated on the Fig. A4.3-17. 

FIGURE A4.3-17 

Antenna alignment mismatch model concept 
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A4.4 Measurement and modelling of pathloss at 72 GHz 

The measurement campaign was conducted at Chengdu, China. The indoor deployment scenario was 

in a large dining hall. The outdoor deployment scenario was in the campus. Both LoS and NLoS 

propagation conditions were measured.  

The TX and RX locations for indoor measurement are shown in Fig. A4.4-1. For LoS scenario 

measurement, two TX sites are chosen close to the top sides in order to get a maximum variable 

distance between TX and RX. For each TX position, the RX sites were chosen in line with the TX 

site with the randomly chosen distance. 

In NLoS scenario measurement the TX site was chosen in one aisle of the room and the RX sites were 

chosen randomly at the NLoS area. The TX and RX locations for outdoor measurement are shown in 

Fig. A4.4-2.  

http://www.miweba.eu/data/MiWEBA_D5.1_v1.01.pdf
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FIGURE.A4.4-1 

Layout of indoor measurement environment 

 

FIGURE.A4.4-2 

Layout of outdoor measurement environment 

     

(a) Outdoor LoS measurement environment  (b) Outdoor NLoS measurement environment 
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For indoor, the measurement campaign was conducted with 33 LoS TX-RX position combinations 

and 29 NLoS TX-RX position combinations. For outdoor, measurement campaign was conducted 

with 17 LoS TX-RX position combinations and 19 NLoS TX-RX position combinations. Based on 

the measurement data acquired, the propagation path loss model was fitted based on the framework 

as follows.  

 

in which . D0 is the reference distance. In this document d0 was chosen 

as 1 m. 

In Fig. A4.4-3, the model-fitting result for 72 GHz propagation path loss is provided. The strongest 

sample refers to the sample with strongest received power for each TX-RX position combination after 

beamsteering. It can represent the condition that TX and RX beams are perfectly matched in 

millimetric wave beamforming system A summary of the model parameters considering beamsteering 

for different propagation condition can be found in Table A4.4-1. 

FIGURE A4.4-3 

Model fitting for LoS prapagation channel 

 

TABLE A4.4-1 

Experimentally-derived path loss model parameters 

Scenarios Parameters LoS NLoS 

Indoor 

PLE in dB(β) 2.58 4.08 

Intercept in dB(α) 69.59 69.59 

Standard deviation in 

dB(σ) 
2.38 10.63 

Outdoor 

PLE in dB(β) 2.86 3.67 

Intercept in dB(α) 69.59 69.59 

Standard deviation in 

dB(σ) 
9.75 8.33 
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A4.5 Introduction of MiWaveS13 project scope and findings 

A4.5.1  Prototyping millimetric use cases 

A4.5.1.1 Basic features of transceiver elements 

In this subsection the basic features of the demonstrator setups available in MiWaveS project are 

described to get an overview about general capabilities of the demonstrator. 

FIGURE A4.5-1 

Basic transceiver components 

 

In Fig. A4.5-1, the basic components of one transceiver unit required to process the data before and 

after wireless transmission over the air channel are shown. It should be noted that one transceiver 

always includes one transmit and one receiver branch. The basic functionality of each component is 

listed in Table A4.5-1 below: 

TABLE A4.5-1 

Basic functionality of transceiver components 

MAC /  

link control 

• Resource and link control  

• Multi-user access  

• Beamforming control 

Digital 

PHY 

processing 

• Link transmission in digital baseband 

• Time and frequency synchronization 

• Channel estimation and equalization 

• Modulation and coding 

• Pulse shaping and digital re-sampling 

Digital / 

analogue 

converter 

• Signal sampling  

• Signal quantization 

Radio 

frequency 

module 

• Analogue up and down conversion from / to baseband 

• Filtering of unwanted spurious signal emissions 

• Signal amplification 

Antenna 

module 

• Signal radiation  

• Beam steering using antenna arrays 

 

                                                 

13 The European project MiWaveS analyses and studies the key technologies for the implementation of 

millimetric wave wireless access and backhaul in future 5th generation heterogeneous cellular mobile 

networks. One main objective of the MiWaveS project is the demonstration of innovative millimetric wave 

transmission concepts that will be developed during the project time frame. The frequency bands of interest 

here are the band 57-66 GHz and the bands 71-76 and 81-86 GHz. 
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The MiWaveS demonstrator has setups for the bands 71-76 GHz and 81-86 GHz as well as the band 

57-66 GHz transmissions. In Table A4.5-2, the main features of the demonstrator components are 

listed. It should be noted that this represents rather a high level feature description to draw conclusions 

about the maximum functionality and the expected outcomes in the project time frame. 

TABLE A4.5-2 

Basic feature list of MiWaveS hardware components 

MAC /  

Link 

control 

• Uplink and downlink closed loop operation  enable real-time channel 

feedback 

• Flexible TDD access with dynamic uplink / downlink load control 

• Multi-user access in time division duplex or space division duplex 

• Beam steering control  direction 

• RF control  frequency, power, receiver gains 

Digital 

PHY 

processing 

• Single carrier based modulation scheme with frequency domain equalization 

• Real-time reconfigurable PHY  

• Channel estimation based on blocks of pilots. 

• Capable of Gbit/s high throughput PHY processing 

• Scalable solution to support multiple parallel high-throughput links 

Digital / 

Analogue 

converter 

• DAC quantization resolution: 14 bit, sampling rate: 1.25 GHz 

• ADC quantization resolution: 8 bit, sampling rate: 1.5 GHz 

Radio 

frequency 

module 

71-76 and 

81-86 GHz 

Tuneable carrier frequency range: 71 -76 GHz  and 81-86 GHz 

Analogue transmission bandwidth: 1 GHz 

Max output power: 9 dBm 

57-66 GHz Tuneable carrier frequency range: 57-66 GHz 

Analogue transmission bandwidth: 1.2 GHz 

Max output power: 9 dBm 

Antenna 

module 

71-76 and 

81-86 GHz 

Max antenna gain: >25dBi, 30dBi targeted 

Beam resolution: 5-7 beams (backhaul) 

57-66 GHz Max antenna gain: 30 dBi 

Beam resolution: ≤8 beams (backhaul), ≤16 beams (access)  
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FIGURE A4.5-2 

Millimetric base band transceiver used in MiWaves project  

 

A4.5.1.2 Demonstrator setups and use case mapping 

In MiWaveS project backhaul and access link experiments are intended. For the backhaul link the 

MiWaveS demonstration and measurements are focusing on: 

• High throughput: Use maximum available transmission bandwidth for downlink or uplink 

for achieving the maximum throughput. For increasing the throughput two parallel links can 

be used in the setup which doubles the capacity. High gain antennas should be used to 

maximize SNR at the receiver to allow an efficient modulation and coding scheme.  

• Hop length (Backhaul range): Measurement of maximum distance between backhaul link 

hops under the constraint of achieving a certain throughput / capacity. 

• Latency: Measure the round trip latency on PHY and MAC layer and determine the time for 

the system to adapt for some channel variation. 

• Ease of installation Efficiency of installation and in operation: Demonstration of different 

methods, approaches and techniques which enable autonomous backhaul link adjustment in 

the field e.g. automated antenna beam search and locking during deployment. 

Using the available hardware components for the MiWaveS backhaul link, one can setup a system as 

sketched in Fig. A4.5-3.  
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FIGURE A4.5-3 

Intended backhaul link system setup 

 

For the access link the MiWaveS demonstration and measurements are focusing on: 

• Flexible multi-user access: Two-user access is either possible in time or in spatial multiplex. 

Different users can be provided with different rates. 

• Beam tracking: Adaptive multi-user beamforming. Use two parallel transceiver chains with 

separate RF and antenna modules to allow for two independent beams. Exploit real-time 

feedback scheme for real-time adaptive beam tracking. 

• Coverage: The coverage will be provided by a sectored transceiver element with multiple 

antennas. Each antenna will cover one sector and thus can provide the needed gain for a 

sufficient SNR in an outdoor environment. 

Using the available hardware components for the MiWaveS access link, one can setup a system as 

sketched in Fig. A4.5-4. 
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FIGURE A4.5-4 

Intended access link system setup 

 

A4.5.1.3 Description of experiments and KPI measurements 

All the experiments will be carried out indoor (laboratories or rooms suitable for this purpose) to 

solve all the issues due to the nature of the realized prototype (for the base band processing) by means 

of PXI chassis (systems generally used indoors). At the end of this phase of the project, if a logistic 

solution will be available and there will be enough time the possibility to perform a measurement 

campaign outdoors will be considered. The main problems for which it is necessary to find a solution 

would be: 

• How to install the prototype of the AP on top of a pole in safe way (both for equipment and 

for operators). 

• If only the base band equipment is placed at the base of the pole, arranging on top radio 

frequency devices, how to face the losses in the RF cables (PA and LNA). 

• The previous version can be changed using instead of RF cable, two coaxial cables: the first 

one for data transmitted and the second one for data received, both in analogue format. In 

any case it is necessary to check the maximum length of these coaxial cables (losses). 

• Remote the RF part on top of the pole by means of an optical fibre but all the electro optical 

transducers are needed. 

In general, except for the first case, all the other ones need the introduction in the original setup of 

additional hardware that must be integrated with the demonstrator. 

A4.5.1.4 Backhaul link in the band 57-66 GHz and the bands 71-76 and 81-86 GHz 

The Figure below shows a block diagram overview of the demonstrator. 
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FIGURE A4.5-5 

High level description of backhaul demonstrator 

 

Throughput, latency and SINR (by means of known pilots embedded in the stream of bits) will be 

evaluated. This analysis will be done with respect to the link budget checking the effect of the distance 

on performances and evaluating the backhaul range KPI. The latency obtained here is at MAC layer 

and some evaluations can be done to estimate the latency at the application layer. Values averaged 

over a time interval may better characterize this system. 

As for reliability, an analysis can be done related to frequency redundancy and possible effects due 

to weather conditions. Simulating a failure in one of the two beams (using a physical obstacle or 

stopping the relative base band section) the system has to be able to operate also with a throughput 

reduction. Weather conditions can be emulated with an attenuation introduced in the radio link 

(reduction of transmitted power). 

A4.5.1.5 Beamforming functionality for backhaul 

In Figure A4.5-6 a possible setup is depicted for testing the beamforming on the backhaul. For sake 

of simplicity in this picture a horizontal configuration is considering but this description is still valid 

also for the case of a two-dimensional beamforming. 

FIGURE A4.5-6 

Beamforming demonstrator for backhaul 

 

The pole where the antenna is mounted relative to the AP, must be rotated keeping the segment joining 

the two antennas inside the scan angle (see picture above). Similar considerations also apply if the 

antenna is equipped with a beamforming in two dimensions placing the two antennas in the setup 

with different heights. 
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The test is carried out with the following steps: 

1 Switch on the antenna side AP 

2 Switch on the antenna side BS 

3 Measuring the time necessary to establish a connection between the two antennas 

4 Monitoring throughput, latency and SINR like in the previous case 

The time interval obtained in the point 3 can be used to estimate the efficiency of installation and in 

operation KPI. The point 4 is useful to check the beamforming effect comparing these results with 

those obtained with fixed beam antennas. The same experiment can be repeated varying the angle α 

represented in Figure A4.5-6, searching the true scan angle for the specific AUT and analysing the 

performance of the system as a function of the α angle. 

With this setup the capabilities of beam searching and beam steering of the antenna relative to the AP 

can be shown. Another feature to check in this type of system is the beam tracking which is useful if 

the access point may be subjected to vibrations. Manufacturers use specific vibration tables to qualify 

the antennas for base stations. These tables generate sinusoidal vibrations of which amplitude and 

frequency can be selected. 

If this apparatus will be available, tests of beam tracking can be carried out placing the scan antenna 

on this vibrating table and verifying the ability to maintain the radio link. Ranges for amplitudes and 

frequencies of these vibrations can be searched where the AP does not degrade his performance. 

Relatively to reliability, also for the previous case, all the phenomena reported which may cause 

outage must be considered and estimate their occurrence probability. In this way, it is possible to 

obtain a general value not strictly related to the period of the measurements. 

A4.5.1.6 Beamforming functionality for access 

The beamforming functionality for the access link can be verified with a setup depicted in 

Fig. A4.5-7.  

FIGURE A4.5-7 

Beamforming demonstrator for access (single user). 
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Considering the possibility of moving the UE thanks to the trolley and its wheels and that, the 

propagation between the two antennas can be in LoS and/or NLoS, the available tests with this setup 

can be classified in: 

• Static LoS 

• Static NLoS 

• Dynamic LoS 

• Dynamic NLoS 

In each of these conditions, it is necessary to pay attention to the scan angle of the AP antenna, in 

order to allow the generation of a beam (LoS or NLoS). In all these cases it is possible to measure 

SINR and the end user capacity KPI sending and receiving files. Like for the backhaul range also 

here it is possible, with the link budget, to estimate the access range KPI tuning the transmitted power. 

By averaging the value of this KPI can be evaluated. Similar to the previous cases weather conditions 

can be emulated by means of attenuations. In the dynamic cases, if possible, record the speed and 

direction of the trolley could be of interest. 

Specific beamforming capability can be evaluated in the static cases (beamforming search LoS and 

NLoS) and in the dynamic ones (beamforming tracking LoS and NLoS). 

A4.5.1.7 Access link in the band 57-66 GHz with multi-user configuration 

As shown in Fig. A4.5-8, this demonstrator is quite similar to the beamforming functionality for the 

access.  

FIGURE A4.5-8 

Setup for access link with multi-user transmission 

 

All the measurements and KPI are the same but obtained in a multi-user configuration. In this case it 

is also possible to verify the effect of the interference that the beam related to the UE1 produce to the 

UE2 and vice versa. The results can be correlated with the angular separation of the two beams 

generated by the antenna of the AP. 
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A4.5.1.8 Final demonstrator 

Finally, the four previous setups will be combined in order to verify at the same time all the features 

of the system. Obviously, the BH will be set with, at least, one antenna with beam control. 

A4.5.2 MiWaveS summary on the millimetric small cell access points and backhaul system 

The MiWaveS project follows a top-down approach, starting from the definition of the global system 

and its requirements in terms of network organization, frequency planning, technical and 

environmental specifications. The relevant electromagnetic field exposure regulations are 

summarized by the project as well. 

Then, the access and backhaul links are investigated separately. In each case, the system definition is 

presented taking into account the performance objectives, the main features of the physical layer, and 

the global specifications of the main components (power levels, antenna performances) in order to 

derive typical link budgets showing the feasibility of the concept. Next, the architecture and 

specifications of the millimetric wave modules, transceiver, antenna and sub-components are 

presented and analysed in view of the state-of-the-art of millimetric wave technologies planned to be 

used in MiWaveS.  

FIGURE A4.5-9 

Reference architecture proposed for MiWaveS 

 

The reference system architecture considered in MiWaveS is illustrated in Fig. A4.5-9. It relies on 

macro-cellular base-stations providing a global coverage to mobile users using the legacy radio access 

technologies (LTE, UMTS, etc.) in sub-6 GHz bands and introduces millimetric wave small-cells 

enabling much higher throughput and traffic capacity to low-mobility users using a millimetric wave 

radio access in the band 57-66 GHz. Each small cell exhibits a radius of up to 50 m and is served by 

one or several collocated APs arranged in independent sectors. Each of the four IEEE channels 

defined in the 57-66 GHz band are divided in eight 220-MHz sub-channels in order to benefit from 

enhanced performances such as a longer communication range and to enable an FDMA scheme of up 

to eight users per AP in the same IEEE channel. Considering a small cell divided in four sectors, a 

maximum of 32 simultaneous users may be accommodated in FDMA; of course, a much larger 

number of users can be served in TDMA. The link budget analysis, taking into account an availability 

of 99.9% with respect to climatic conditions (rain falls), shows that maximum downlink and uplink 

4G

Macro Cell
Backhaul mmW

Small Cell
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data rates of 7 Gbit/s and 3.8 Gbit/s, respectively, can be provided for users located at a short distance 

from the AP and benefiting from the maximum bandwidth allocation. Users located near the cell edge 

and having a single sub-channel allocation will still benefit from a minimum data rate of 300 Mbit/s 

in downlink and 150 Mbit/s in uplink. 

Assuming a massive and dense deployment of millimetric wave small-cell APs, wireless backhaul 

technologies are required to provide a cost-efficient and high-capacity interconnection of the APs and 

the core network (Fig. A4.5-9). MiWaveS investigates the implementation of wireless backhaul using 

the unlicensed spectrum available in the band 57-66 GHz and the light-licensed spectrum of the bands 

71-76 and 81-86 GHz. The proposed frequency plan uses the four 2.16 GHz IEEE channels of the 

band 57-66 GHz and the 250 MHz channelization plan proposed by ETSI standard in the bands 71-

76 and 81-86 GHz. The band 57-66 GHz backhaul system is shown to be able to provide a maximum 

data rate of 28 Gbit/s over a distance of 100 m with an availability of 99.9%. 

Based on the specifications, feasibility studies and analysis, the work-packages 2, 3, and 4 of 

MiWaveS project will further investigate the proposed transceiver and antenna concepts, as well as 

the beam-steering/beam-switching algorithms to develop and implement the suitable technologies 

and proof-of-concept demonstrating the feasibility and performances of the millimetric wave small-

cell heterogeneous network proposed by MiWaveS consortium. 
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